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ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY OF GEOMETRIC GROUPS
GUNNAR CARLSSON AND BORIS GOLDFARB
Abstract. Let Γ be a geometrically finite group of finite asymptotic dimen-
sion and let R be a regular Noetherian ring of finite homological dimension.
The main result of the paper is a proof of the Isomorphism Conjecture that the
integral K-theoretic assembly map for the group ring R[Γ] is an isomorphism.
We also include partial results for larger classes of geometric groups.
Introduction
This paper is a computation of algebraic K-groups of a large and useful class of
group rings. In geometric topology, theK-groups of the integral group ring Z[Γ] are
the obstruction groups for various constructions in manifolds with the fundamental
group Γ. It is also common in geometry to have an explicit geometric construction
of a finite classifying space BΓ for many geometric groups as the quotient of a free
action on a contractible complex. The results in this paper apply to groups that
are geometrically finite in the sense that there is a classifying space which is a finite
complex.
Our goal is to confirm instances of the Isomorphism Conjecture. Recall that a
ring R is called regular if every finitely generated R-module has a finite resolution
by finitely generated projective R-modules. For example, the most important for
geometric applications ring of integers Z is regular.
The Isomorphism Conjecture in Algebraic K-theory. For a regular ring R
and a geometrically finite group Γ, the algebraic K-theory of the group ring R[Γ] is
isomorphic to the homology of the group Γ with coefficients in the K-theory of R,
Kn(R[Γ]) ∼= Hn(Γ,K(R)), for all integers −∞ < n < +∞.
The Fundamental Theorem of algebraic K-theory, cf. [27, Theorem 8], was the
first result of this type. This is the case of the conjecture when Γ is the group
of integers Z. Other results include most notably the work of F. Waldhausen
[31] on algebraic K-theory of amalgamated products and HNN extensions which
we generalize in this paper. Waldhausen’s work is based on a certain kind of
combinatorial description of a group. By contrast we use geometric properties of
groups and spaces on which they act, not particular ways of constructing them.
On the other hand, our methods are more algebraic and less dependent on specific
geometric models compared to most of the recent work, cf. [3, 5, 6, 24].
The rational version of the Isomorphism Conjecture has been studied with great
success by many authors as surveyed in [20].
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This conjecture is a consequence of a more particular statement about the as-
sembly map in algebraic K-theory. The use of nonconnective spectra allows us to
deal with the conjecture in all dimensions at once.
Given a ring R, one can view an element γ of Γ as an isomorphism of the trivial
R[Γ]-module with the inverse γ−1. Following Loday, to each isomorphism f of
free finitely generated R-modules there corresponds an R[Γ]-isomorphism γ ⊗ f of
finitely generated R[Γ]-modules. This induces Loday’s assembly map of spectra
a(Γ, R) : h(BΓ,K−∞(R)) −→ K−∞(R[Γ]).
Here h(BΓ,K−∞(R)) stands for the group homology spectrum of a discrete group Γ
with coefficients in the nonconnective algebraic K-theory spectrum K−∞(R) of the
ring R. The stable homotopy groups of K−∞(R) coincide with the lower K-theory
of R in negative dimensions and Quillen K-theory in nonnegative dimensions.
The Isomorphism Conjecture for the Assembly Map in K-theory. For a
regular ring R and a geometrically finite group Γ, the assembly map a(Γ, R) is a
weak homotopy equivalence.
The rational version of this conjecture was formulated by W.-C. Hsiang in his
1983 ICM address [22].
The question of computing the integral algebraic K-theory of discrete groups
is of major importance in geometric topology. For example, it is known from the
work of C.T.C. Wall [33] that a topological space X is homotopy equivalent to a
finite CW-complex if and only if the finiteness obstruction in the reduced K-group
K˜0(Z[π1(X)]) is zero. When true, the Isomorphism Conjecture has the following
consequence.
Corollary 1. If the Isomorphism Conjecture is true for a group Γ and a ring R
then K0(R[Γ]) ∼= K0(R). In particular, K˜0(Z[Γ]) = 0.
It is also often important that we compute the K-theory of the group ring via the
assembly maps from the group homology. These maps fit into a long exact sequence
where the intermediate terms are the higher Whitehead groups. In particular,
applying our result in lower positive dimensions gives vanishing of the classical
Whitehead group.
Corollary 2. If the assembly map a(Γ, R) is a weak equivalence then Wh(Γ) = 0.
Our Main Theorem will address the Isomorphism Conjecture subject to some
constraints on the group Γ and the ring R.
The asymptotic dimension is a global characteristic of a finitely generated group
as a metric space with the word-length metric, introduced by M. Gromov [21].
The groups that have finite asymptotic dimension is a vast class. The largest
subclass was identified by Gromov himself as the word hyperbolic groups. A recent
addition to this class are the mapping class groups. We have collected an up-to-
date list of groups that are known to have finite asymptotic dimension, with precise
attributions, in [15].
A regular Noetherian ring R is said to have finite homological dimension if there
is an integer n such that every finitely generated left R-module has a resolution of
length n by finitely generated projective modules. Examples of such rings are the
ring of integers Z and, more generally, principal ideal domains.
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Main Theorem (the short version). Suppose Γ is a geometrically finite group
of finite asymptotic dimension and suppose R is a regular Noetherian ring of finite
homological dimension, then the integral K-theoretic assembly map a(Γ, R) is a
weak equivalence.
This theorem is proved in this paper as Theorem 5.5.6. The experts might be
interested in the following more detailed statement that emphasizes the generality
of the result.
Main Theorem (the expanded version). Let Γ be a geometrically finite group.
Suppose further that
(1) the equivariant assembly map in bounded K-theory
hlf(Γ,K−∞(R)) −→ K−∞(Γ, R)
is a (nonequivariant) equivalence,
(2) the ring R is Noetherian, and the Cartan map
K−∞(R[Γ]) −→ G−∞(R[Γ])
defined in [15] is an equivalence.
Then the integral K-theoretic assembly map a(Γ, R) is a split surjection.
Since assumption (1) itself has the consequence that a(Γ, R) is a split injection,
a(Γ, R) is in fact a weak equivalence.
The short version of the Main Theorem follows from the expanded version in view
of two previous results of the authors. We have shown in [12] that (1) is satisfied for
any geometrically finite group Γ with finite asymptotic dimension and any ring R.
The same paper verified that the assembly map a(Γ, R) is a split injection for these
groups. It also follows from [15] that (2) is satisfied by any geometrically finite Γ of
finite asymptotic dimension and a regular Noetherian ring R of finite homological
dimension.
Since before the discovery of relations of the Isomorphism Conjecture to many
other outstanding conjectures in topology and algebra [4], the main motivation has
been the fact that in addition to computational advantages it provides, it can be
used to approach the classification problem for high-dimensional manifolds. The
experience with the methods employed here is that an application to K-theoretic
assembly maps can be modified to yield a similar result in algebraic L-theory. Such
theorem combined with vanishing of the Whitehead group from this paper would
give a proof of the Borel conjecture on topological rigidity of closed aspherical mani-
folds for those manifolds whose fundamental group has finite asymptotic dimension.
Structure of the paper. The complete proof of the Main Theorem is quite com-
plicated. For the benefit of the reader we present the proof in three installments.
Each installment is an honest description of what the complete proof accomplishes
but contains progressively more details of the nodes and maps in the diagram that
we put together in Figure 3 in section 5.4.
The first description is outlined in section 1.2. This is followed by a group of
preliminaries in section 2 enough to formulate the second, more detailed proof in
section 3. Included in this description is the setting of fibred bounded G-theory
and the role of bounded excision in the argument. After a number of further
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preliminaries in section 4, we give the final required details of the proof in section
5.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank M. Varisco for valuable comments and
A. Bartels for discovering an oversight in the definition of the common target of the
twisted assembly and the parametrized transfer in the earlier version of the paper
that is now corrected.
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1. Outline of the Argument
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1.1. Bounded K-theory and the Novikov Conjecture. Our approach to the
Isomorphism Conjecture is based on a specific resolution of a related well-known
conjecture in K-theory with weaker hypotheses and a weaker conclusion.
A map f : S→ T of spectra is called split injective if there is a map g : T → S so
that the composition g ◦ f is a weak equivalence. Note that this means πi(f) is the
inclusion onto a direct summand.
(Integral) Novikov Conjecture in Algebraic K-theory. The assembly map
a(Γ, R) : h(BΓ,K−∞(R)) −→ K−∞(R[Γ])
is a split injection for a geometrically finite group Γ and any ring R.
The authors verified the Novikov Conjecture in the case Γ has finite classifying
space BΓ and finite asymptotic dimension [12], cf. Theorem 1.1.6.
The original definition of asymptotic dimension due to M. Gromov [21] is a coarse
analogue of the covering dimension of topological spaces.
Definition 1.1.1. The asymptotic dimension of a metric space X is defined as the
smallest number n such that for any d > 0 there is a uniformly bounded cover U of
X such that any metric ball of radius d in X meets no more than n + 1 elements
of the cover U.
The asymptotic dimension is a quasi-isometry invariant and so is an invariant
of a finitely generated group viewed as a metric space with the word-length metric
associated to a given presentation. The class of groups with finite asymptotic di-
mension is very large and includes the most common groups appearing in geometry.
We listed groups presently known to have finite asymptotic dimension in [15].
In order to outline the proof of the Main Theorem, we need to recall the ideas
behind the proof of the Novikov Conjecture [9, 12].
Recall that a proper metric space is a metric space where closed bounded subsets
are compact. Fix an associative ring R with unity.
Definition 1.1.2. Let B(M,R) be the additive category of geometric R-modules
associated to a proper metric spaceM and an associative ringR defined in Pedersen–
Weibel [25]. The objects are functions F : M → Freefg(R) which are locally finite
assignments of free finitely generated R-modules Fm to points m of M . The local
finiteness condition requires precisely that for any bounded subset S ⊂ M the
restriction of F to S has finitely many nonzero values. Let d be the distance
function in M . The morphisms in B(M,R) are the R-linear homomorphisms
φ :
⊕
m∈M
Fm −→
⊕
n∈M
Gn
with the property that the components Fm → Gn are zero for d(m,n) > D for
some fixed real number D = D(φ) ≥ 0.
The associated bounded K-theory spectrum is denoted by K(M,R), or K(M)
when the choice of ring R is implicit, and called the bounded K-theory of M .
A map between proper metric spaces is proper if the preimage of a bounded
subset of Y is a bounded subset of X . A map f : M1 → M2 is called eventually
Lipschitz if, for some number k ≥ 0 and large enough s ≥ 0, dX(x1, x2) ≤ s implies
dY (f(x1), f(x2)) ≤ ks. According to [26], the construction K(M,R) becomes a
functor in the first variable on the category of proper metric spaces and proper
eventually Lipschitz maps.
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Definition 1.1.3. On objects of B(M1, R),
(f∗F )y =
⊕
z∈f−1(y)
F (z).
The proper condition ensures that f∗F is an object of B(M2, R). The eventually
Lipschitz condition ensures that morphisms are mapped to morphisms of B(M2, R).
Examples of proper eventually Lipschitz maps of immediate interest to us are
inclusions of metric spaces. The main result of Pedersen–Weibel [25] is the delooping
theorem which can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1.4 (Nonconnective Delooping of Bounded K -theory). Given a proper
metric space M and the standard Euclidean metric on the real line R, the natural
inclusion M → M × R induces isomorphisms Kn(M) ≃ Kn−1(M × R) for all
integers n > 1. If one defines the spectrum
K−∞(M,R) = hocolim
−−−−→
k
ΩkK(M × Rk),
then the stable homotopy groups of K−∞(point, R) coincide with the algebraic K-
groups of R in positive dimensions and with the Bass negative K-theory of R in
negative dimensions.
When we refer to the nonconnective K -theory of the ring R, we will mean this
spectrum K−∞(R) = K−∞(point, R).
Suppose U is a subset of M . Let B(M,R)<U denote the full subcategory of
B(M,R) on the objects F with Fm = 0 for all points m ∈M with d(m,U) ≤ D for
some fixed number D > 0 specific to F . This is an additive subcategory of B(M,R)
with the associated K-theory spectrum K−∞(M,R)<U . Similarly, if U and V are
a pair of subsets of M , then there is the full additive subcategory B(M,R)<U,V of
F with Fm = 0 for all m with d(m,U) ≤ D1 and d(m,V ) ≤ D2 for some numbers
D1, D2 > 0. It is easy to see that B(M,R)<U is in fact equivalent to B(U,R).
Theorem 1.1.5 (Bounded Excision [9]). Given a proper metric space M and a
pair of subsets U , V of M , there is a homotopy pushout diagram
K−∞(M)<U,V //

K−∞(U)

K−∞(V ) // K−∞(M)
Suppose X is a contractible space with a cocompact free left action of Γ by
isometries. Then the quotient space X/Γ is a finite classifying space BΓ for Γ. The
free left action on X induces an action of Γ on K−∞(X,R).
There is an equivariant version of this spectrum which is in fact nonequivariantly
weakly homotopy equivalent to K−∞(X,R) but has better equivariant properties,
cf. [9]. We review this version in section 2.4 but suppress the distinction in this
outline.
Let hlf(X, S) stand for the locally finite homology spectrum of the proper metric
space X with coefficients in another spectrum S as defined in [9]. There is an
equivariant assembly map
A(Γ, R) : hlf(X,K−∞(R)) −→ K−∞(X,R)
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with the following properties.
(1) The fixed point spectrum hlf(X,K−∞(R))Γ is weakly equivalent to the
homology spectrum h(X/Γ,K−∞(R)) which can be defined as the smash
product (X/Γ)+ ∧ K
−∞(R) of the compact quotient X/Γ with a disjoint
base point and the coefficient spectrum K−∞(R).
(2) The spectrum K−∞(X,R)Γ is weakly equivalent to the nonconnective K-
theory of the group ring K−∞(R[Γ]).
(3) The assembly map a(Γ, R) is related to the fixed point map A(Γ, R)Γ via
the commutative diagram
(†)
(X/Γ)+ ∧K
−∞(R)
a
−−−−→ K−∞(R[Γ])
≃
yσ ≃y
hlf(X,K−∞(R))Γ
AΓ
−−−−→ K−∞(X,R)Γ
where the vertical arrows are the weak equivalences from parts (1) and (2).
In general, the fixed point spectrum K−∞(X,R)Γ is weakly equivalent to the K-
theory of the lax limit of the equivariant category B(X,R), cf. [29].
The fixed points of a spectrum S with an action by Γ can be viewed as the fixed
points of the equivariant function spectrum as follows. If S0 = point+ is the one-
point space with the trivial action and a disjoint base point then SΓ = F (S0, S)Γ.
The homotopy fixed point spectrum can be defined similarly as ShΓ = F (EΓ+, S)
Γ,
where EΓ is the universal contractible free left Γ-space.
The collapse map EΓ+ → S0 sending the base point to the base point induces
the canonical map ρ : SΓ → ShΓ. Using this description, one constructs the com-
mutative square
(††)
hlf(X,K−∞(R))Γ
AΓ
−−−−→ K−∞(X,R)Γyρ yρ
hlf(X,K−∞(R))hΓ
AhΓ
−−−−→ K−∞(X,R)hΓ
It is further shown in [9] that for S = hlf(X,K−∞(R)) the map
ρ : hlf(X,K−∞(R))Γ −→ hlf(X,K−∞(R))hΓ
is always a weak equivalence.
It is known from [12] that AhΓ is a weak equivalence when Γ is a group of finite
asymptotic dimension. This fact follows from the general observation that when an
equivariant map is a nonequivariant weak equivalence, the induced map on homo-
topy fixed points is also a weak equivalence. The proof that A is a nonequivariant
weak equivalence is the main geometric feature of this approach.
Putting the two diagrams together we see that a(Γ, R) is the first map in the
composition which is homotopic to the composite weak equivalence AhΓ◦ρ◦σ. This
suffices to show that a(Γ, R) a split injection.
Theorem 1.1.6 (Main Theorem of [12]). If Γ is a geometrically finite group of finite
asymptotic dimension and R is an arbitrary associative ring, then the assembly map
a(Γ, R) : BΓ+ ∧K
−∞(R) −→ K−∞(R[Γ])
is a split injection.
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From the proof of Theorem 1.1.6, the canonical map
ρ : K−∞(X,R)Γ −→ K−∞(X,R)hΓ
induces surjections on homotopy groups.
It follows from the combination of diagrams (†) and (††) that whenever ρ is also
a split injection, ρ is a weak equivalence. Therefore, the assembly map a(Γ, R) is
also a weak equivalence.
The goal of this paper is to prove that ρ is a split injection under the assumptions
described in the Main Theorem.
1.2. The Proof in Broad Strokes. At this point, to motivate the rather lengthy
development leading to the complete proof in section 5, we give a short outline of
the main idea.
Let M˜ be the universal cover of an aspherical manifold M of dimension n with
fundamental group Γ. We will study the splitting
ρ : K−∞(M˜,R)Γ −→ K−∞(M˜,R)hΓ
of the assembly map a(Γ, R). As in section 1.1, we identify ρ up to homotopy with
the map
K−∞(R[Γ]) −→M+ ∧K
−∞(R).
Since the manifold M is aspherical, its universal cover M˜ is a model for the
universal free Γ-space EΓ. Recall that ρ is induced as the fixed point map from
the fixed point spectrum K−∞(M˜,R)Γ = F (point,K−∞(M˜,R))Γ to the homotopy
fixed point spectrum F (M˜,K−∞(M˜,R))Γ from the canonical equivariant map
K−∞(M˜,R) −→ F (M˜,K−∞(M˜,R))
given by the collapse of M˜ to the point.
Suppose the manifold M is embedded in a sphere Sn+k for sufficiently large k.
Let N˜ be the universal cover of the total space T (ν) of the normal bundle ν to
the embedding. The main result of Appendix A is the following proper equivariant
version of Spanier–Whitehead duality.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let S be a spectrum with a left action by Γ. There is a weak
homotopy equivalence
Σn+kF (M˜, S)Γ ≃ hlf(N˜ ; S)Γ.
In fact, the canonical map SΓ → ShΓ can be identified with a map
SΓ −→ Ωn+k hlf(N˜ ; S)Γ.
Applying this theorem to the spectrum S = K−∞(M˜,R) with the action of Γ
induced from the standard free isometric action on M˜ , we get a weak homotopy
equivalence
Σn+kF (M˜,K−∞(M˜,R))Γ ≃ hlf(N˜ ;K−∞(M˜,R))Γ.
The composition
BΓ = Σn+kβΓ : Σn+k K−∞(M˜,R)Γ −→ hlf(N˜ ;K−∞(M˜,R))Γ
can be followed with the map of fixed point spectra
AΓ : hlf(N˜ ;K−∞(M˜,R))Γ −→ K−∞(M˜ × N˜ , R)Γ
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induced from the equivariant twisted controlled assembly map
A : hlf(N˜ ;K−∞(M˜,R)) −→ K−∞(M˜ × N˜ , R)
which is defined in section 2.7. Now one has the composition
AΓ ◦BΓ : Σn+kK−∞(M˜,R)Γ −→ K−∞(M˜ × N˜ , R)Γ.
One way to prove the Main Theorem would be to compute K−∞(M˜×N˜, R)Γ and
prove that AΓ ◦BΓ is a weak equivalence, making the first map in the composition
a weak split injection. This is hard if possible. Instead, we construct another target
spectrum called T with a map
eΓ : K−∞(M˜ × N˜ , R)Γ −→ T .
A computation will show that
T ≃ Σn+kK−∞(R[Γ]) ≃ Σn+k K−∞(M˜,R)Γ,
under the assumptions of the Main Theorem, and the composition eΓ ◦AΓ ◦BΓ
Σn+k K−∞(M˜,R)Γ −→ K−∞(M˜ × N˜ , R)Γ
eΓ
−−−→ Σn+k K−∞(M˜,R)Γ.
is a weak equivalence. This will complete the proof of the Main Theorem.
Remark 1.2.2. In order to give a rough idea of the properties of the target T, it
is instructive to compare this sequence of maps to its analogue where the action
of Γ on N˜ is trivial. This choice will be indicated by the zero subscript. Notice
that there are maps BΓ0 : Σ
n+kK−∞(M˜,R)Γ → hlf(N˜0;K
−∞(M˜,R))Γ similar to
BΓ and A0 : h
lf(N˜0;K
−∞(M˜,R)) → K−∞(M˜ × N˜0, R) similar to A. One would
expect being able to analyze K−∞(M˜ × N˜0, R)Γ using standard controlled algebra
tools. Unfortunately there is no natural functorial way to compare the two twisted
assemblies. We will construct an ambient exact category C where both B(M˜ ×
N˜, R)Γ and B(M˜ × N˜0, R)Γ embed as exact subcategories. The target spectrum T
will be defined as the nonconnectiveK-theory spectrum K−∞(C). On theK-theory
level, the functors induced by the two inclusions, eΓ : K−∞(M˜ × N˜ , R)Γ → T and
eΓ0 : K
−∞(M˜ × N˜0, R)Γ → T, fit in the commutative diagram
hlf(N˜ ;K−∞(M˜))Γ
AΓ // K−∞(M˜ × N˜)Γ
eΓ
$$
Σn+kK−∞(M˜)Γ
BΓ
44
BΓ0 **
T
hlf(N˜0;K
−∞(M˜))Γ
AΓ0 // K−∞(M˜ × N˜0)
Γ
eΓ0
::
The proper setting for the definition of the category C and for the computation
of its K-theory is within the boundedly controlled G-theory. It is defined and
developed in [13, 14], as summarized in sections 2.5 and 2.6. Theorem 5.2.4 will
(1) establish the weak equivalence T ≃ Σn+k K−∞(M˜,R)Γ, when R has finite
homological dimension, and
(2) verify that the composition eΓ ◦ AΓ ◦ BΓ, as well as the composition eΓ0 ◦
AΓ0 ◦B
Γ
0 , is a weak equivalence.
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2. Preliminaries (Part 1)
2.1. Elements of Coarse Geometry. Let X and Y be proper metric spaces with
metric functions dX and dY . This means, in particular, that closed bounded subsets
of X and Y are compact.
We recall and elaborate on some generalizations of isometries from Pedersen–
Weibel [26].
Definition 2.1.1. A map f : X → Y of proper metric spaces is proper if f−1(S)
is a bounded subset of X for each bounded subset S of Y . The map f is eventually
continuous if there is a real positive function l such that
(1) dX(x1, x2) ≤ r =⇒ dY (f(x1), f(x2)) ≤ l(r).
We say f is a coarse map if it is proper and eventually continuous.
If Bd(X) stands for the collection of subsets of X with diameter bounded by d,
condition (1) is equivalent to
(2) T ∈ Br(X) =⇒ f(T ) ∈ Bl(r)(Y ).
For example, all bounded functions f : X → X with dX(x, f(x)) ≤ D, for all x ∈ X
and a fixed D ≥ 0, are coarse.
The map f is a coarse equivalence if there is a coarse map g : Y → X such that
f ◦ g and g ◦ f are bounded maps.
Of course, an isometry is a coarse equivalence. Also, a function bounded by D
is a coarse equivalence using l(r) = r + 2D for both the function and its coarse
inverse.
Recall that the path metric in X is obtained as the infimum of length of paths
joining points in X over all rectifiable curves. A metric space X is called a path
metric space if the metric and the path metric in X coincide. Classical examples
of path metric spaces are compact Riemannian manifolds.
We will treat the group Γ equipped with a finite generating set as a metric space.
The following definition makes this precise.
Definition 2.1.2. The word-length metric d = dΩ on a finitely generated group Γ
with a fixed generating set Ω closed under inverses is the path metric induced from
the condition that d(γ, γω) = 1 whenever γ ∈ Γ and ω ∈ Ω.
The word-length metric makes Γ a proper metric space with a free action by Γ
via left multiplication. It is well-known that varying Ω only changes Γ to a coarsely
equivalent metric space.
Next we make precise the relation between the word-length metric on a discrete
group Γ and a metric space X where Γ acts cocompactly by isometries. The follow-
ing fact is known as “Milnor’s lemma”.
Theorem 2.1.3 (Shvarts, Milnor). Suppose X is a path metric space and Γ is
a group acting properly and cocompactly by isometries on X. Then Γ is coarsely
equivalent to X.
Proof. The coarse equivalence is given by the map γ 7→ γx0 for any fixed base point
x0 of X . 
Corollary 2.1.4. If M is a compact manifold with the fundamental group Γ =
π1(M), the inclusion of any orbit of Γ in the universal cover M˜ is a coarse equiva-
lence for any choice of the generating set of Γ.
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2.2. Left-bounded Metrics.
Definition 2.2.1. Let Z be any metric space with a free left Γ-action by isometries.
We assume that the action is properly discontinuous, that is, that for fixed points
z and z′, the infimum over γ ∈ Γ of the distances d(z, γz′) is attained. Then we
define the orbit space metric on Γ\Z by
dΓ\Z([z], [z
′]) = inf
γ∈Γ
d(z, γz′).
Lemma 2.2.2. dΓ\Z is a metric on Γ\Z.
Proof. It is well-known that dΓ\Z is a pseudometric. The fact that Γ acts by isome-
tries makes it a metric. The triangle inequality follows directly from the triangle
inequality for d. Symmetry follows from d(z, γz′) = d(γ−1z, z′) = d(z′, γ−1z). Fi-
nally, dΓ\Z([z], [z
′]) = 0 gives d(z, γz′) = 0 for some γ ∈ Γ, so d(γ′z, γ′γz′) = 0 for
all γ′ ∈ Γ, and so [z] = [z′]. 
Now suppose X is some metric space with left Γ-action by isometries.
Definition 2.2.3. Define
Xbdd = X ×Γ Γ
where the right-hand copy of Γ denotes Γ regarded as a metric space with the word-
length metric associated to a finite generating set, the group Γ acts by isometries
on the metric space Γ via left multiplication, and X ×Γ Γ denotes the orbit metric
space associated to the diagonal left Γ-action on X × Γ. We will denote the orbit
metric by dbdd.
The natural left action of Γ on Xbdd is given by γ[x, e] = [γx, e].
Definition 2.2.4. A left action of Γ on a metric space X is bounded if for each
element γ ∈ Γ there is a number Bγ ≥ 0 such that d(x, γx) ≤ Bγ for all x ∈ X .
Lemma 2.2.5. If the left action of Γ on a metric space X is bounded, and B : Γ→
[0,∞) is a function as above, then there is a real function B∗ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) such
that |γ| ≤ s implies Bγ ≤ B∗(s).
Proof. One simply takes B∗(s) = max{Bγ | |γ| ≤ s}. 
Proposition 2.2.6. The natural action of Γ on Xbdd is bounded.
Proof. If |γ| = dΓ(e, γ) is the norm in Γ, we choose Bγ = |γ|. Now
dbdd([x, e], [γx, e]) = inf
γ′∈Γ
d×((x, e), γ′(γx, e))
≤ d×((x, e), γ−1(γx, e))
= d×((x, e), (x, γ−1)) = dΓ(e, γ
−1) = |γ−1| = |γ|,
where d× stands for the max metric on the product X × Γ. 
Definition 2.2.7. Let b : X → Xbdd be the natural map given by b(x) = [x, e] in
the orbit space X ×Γ Γ.
Proposition 2.2.8. The map b : X → Xbdd is a coarse map.
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Proof. Suppose dbdd([x1, e], [x2, e]) ≤ D, then d×((x1, e), (γx2, γ)) ≤ D for some
γ ∈ Γ, so d(x1, γx2) ≤ D and |γ| ≤ D. Since the left action of Γ on Xbdd is
bounded, there is a function B∗ guaranteed by Lemma 2.2.5. Now
d(x1, x2) ≤ d(x1, γx2) + d(x2, γx2) ≤ D +B∗(D).
This verifies that b is proper. It is clearly distance reducing, therefore eventually
continuous with l(r) = r. 
If we think of Xbdd as the set X with the metric induced from the bijection b,
the map b becomes the coarse identity map between the metric space X with a left
action of Γ and the metric space Xbdd where the action is made bounded.
2.3. Cone Construction TX. For any metric space X , the new space TX will
be related to the cone construction.
Definition 2.3.1. Start with any set Z, let S ⊂ Z ×Z denote any symmetric and
reflexive subset with the property that
• for any z, z′, there are elements z0, z1, ... , zn so that z0 = z, zn = z0, and
(zi, zi+1) ∈ S.
Let ρ : S → R be any function for which the following properties hold:
• ρ(z1, z2) = ρ(z2, z1) for all (z1, z2) ∈ S,
• ρ(z1, z2) = 0 if and only if z1 = z2.
Given such S and ρ, we may define a metric d on Z to be the largest metric D
for which D(z1, z2) ≤ ρ(z1, z2) for all (z1, z2) ∈ S. This means that d is given by
d(z1, z2) = inf
n,{z0,z1,...,zn}
n∑
i=0
ρ(zi, zi+1).
Definition 2.3.2. Let k ≥ 1 be a real number or ∞. We define a metric space
TkX by first declaring that the underlying set is X × R. Next, we define S to be
the set consisting of pairs of the form ((x, r), (x, r′)) or of the form ((x, r), (x′, r)).
We then define ρ on S by
ρ((x, r), (x, r′)) = |r − r′|,
and
ρ((x, r), (x′, r)) =

d(x, x′), if r ≤ 1;
rd(x, x′), if 1 ≤ r ≤ k;
kd(x, x′), if k ≤ r.
Since ρ clearly satisfies the hypotheses of the above definition, we set the metric
on TkX to be dk. It is clear that the identity maps TkX → TmX are distance
nondecreasing for m ≥ k. For simplicity, we will use the notation TX for the
metric space T∞X . It is of main interest to us, while the spaces TkX are used for
estimates in section 4.1. We also extend the definition to pairs of metric spaces
(X,Y ), where Y is given the restriction of the metric on X .
Applying standard boundedK-theory tools to this construction gives predictable
from [26] results.
Proposition 2.3.3. If X is a compact subset of a Euclidean space, one obtains
K−∞(TX,R) = X+ ∧K
−∞(R).
Proposition 2.3.4. K−∞(TRn, R) ≃ ΣK−∞(Rn, R) ≃ Σn+1K−∞(R).
For proofs we refer to Propositions 2.6.11 through 2.6.14 in [14].
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2.4. Equivariant Fibred K-theory. Given a proper metric space X with a free
left Γ-action by isometries, one has the equivariant K-theory KΓ associated to X
and a ring R from [9]. We wish to construct a version of the equivariant bounded
K-theory which applies to actions by coarse equivalences and extends to the equi-
variant bounded G-theory.
Suppose we are givenX with a free left Γ-action by isometries. There is a natural
action of Γ on the geometric modulesB(X,R) and therefore onK(X,R). A different
equivariant bounded K-theory with useful fixed point spectra is constructed as
follows.
Definition 2.4.1. Let EΓ be the category with the object set Γ and the unique
morphism µ : γ1 → γ2 for any pair γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ. There is a left Γ-action on EΓ
induced by the left multiplication in Γ.
If B is a small category with left Γ-action, then the functor category Fun(EΓ,B)
is a category with the left Γ-action given on objects by γ(F )(γ′) = γF (γ−1γ′) and
γ(F )(µ) = γF (γ−1µ). It is always nonequivariantly equivalent to B. The subcate-
gory of equivariant functors and equivariant natural transformations in Fun(EΓ,B)
is the fixed subcategory Fun(EΓ,B)Γ known as the lax limit of the action of Γ.
According to Thomason [29], the objects of Fun(EΓ,B)Γ can be thought of as
pairs (F, ψ) where F ∈ B and ψ is a function on Γ with ψ(γ) ∈ Hom(F, γF ) subject
to the normalization ψ(1) = 1 and the cocycle ψ(γ1γ2) = γ1ψ(γ2)ψ(γ1) identities.
These conditions imply that ψ(γ) is always an isomorphism. The set of morphisms
(F, ψ)→ (F ′, ψ′) consists of the morphisms φ : F → F ′ in B such that the squares
F
ψ(γ)
−−−−→ γF
φ
y yγφ
F ′
ψ′(γ)
−−−−→ γF ′
commute for all γ ∈ Γ.
In order to specialize to the case of B = B(X,R), notice that B(X,R) contains
the family of isomorphisms φ such that φ and φ−1 are bounded by 0. We will
express this property by saying that the filtration of φ is 0 and writing fil(φ) = 0.
The full subcategory of functors θ : EΓ→ B(X,R) such that fil θ(f) = 0 for all f
is invariant under the Γ-action.
Notation 2.4.2. We will use the notation
BΓ(X,R) = Fun(EΓ,B(X,R))
for the equivariant category as described in Definition 2.4.1.
Definition 2.4.3. Let BΓ,0(X,R) be the equivariant full subcategory of BΓ(X,R)
on the functors sending all morphisms of EΓ to filtration 0 maps. We define
KΓ,0(X,R) to be the nonconnective delooping of the K-theory of the symmetric
monoidal category BΓ,0(X,R).
The fixed points of the induced Γ-action on KΓ,0(X,R) is the nonconnective
delooping of theK-theory of BΓ,0(X,R)Γ. This is the full subcategory of BΓ(X,R)Γ
on the objects (F, ψ) with filψ(γ) = 0 for all γ ∈ Γ.
One of the main properties of the functor KΓ,0 is the following.
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Theorem 2.4.4 (Corollary VI.8 of [9]). If X is a proper metric space and Γ acts
on X freely, properly discontinuously, cocompactly by isometries, there are weak
equivalences KΓ,0(X,R)Γ ≃ K−∞(X/Γ, R[Γ]) ≃ K−∞(R[Γ]).
This theorem applies in two specific cases of interest to us: when Γ is the fun-
damental group of an aspherical manifold M acting on the universal cover X by
covering transformations, and when Γ acts on itself, as a word-length metric space,
by left multiplication.
Remark 2.4.5. The theory KΓ,0(X,R) may very well differ from KΓ(X,R). Ac-
cording to Theorem 2.4.4, the fixed point category of the original bounded equivari-
ant theory is, for example, the category of free R[Γ]-modules when X = Γ with the
word-length metric. However, BΓ(Γ, R)Γ will include the R-module with a single
basis element and equipped with trivial Γ-action, which is not free.
Now suppose we are given a metric space Y with a free left Γ-action by coarse
equivalences and observe that the equivariant theory KΓ still applies in this case.
Definition 2.4.6 (Coarse Equivariant Theories). We will associate new equivari-
ant theories on metric spaces with Γ-action, both by isometries and by coarse
equivalences. Here the theory KΓi is defined only for metric spaces with actions by
isometries, while KΓp for metric spaces with coarse actions.
(1) kΓi (Y ) is defined to be the K-theory of B
Γ
i (Y ) = B
Γ,0(Γ × Y,R), where Γ
is regarded as a word-length metric space with isometric Γ-action given by
left multiplication, and Γ× Y is given the product metric and the product
isometric action.
(2) kΓp (Y ) is defined for any metric space Y equipped with a Γ-action by
coarse equivalences. It is the K-theory spectrum attached to the sym-
metric monoidal category BΓp (Y ) whose objects are functors θ : EΓ →
BΓ(Y ) = B(Γ,B(Y,R)) with the additional property that the morphisms
θ(f) are bounded by zero but only as homomorphisms between R-modules
parametrized over Γ.
The nonconnective equivariantK-theory spectra KΓi and K
Γ
p are the nonconnective
deloopings of kΓi and k
Γ
p .
For metric spaces with isometric Γ-actions, there is a natural transformation
KΓi (Y ) → K
Γ
p (Y ). Also, when Y is a single point space, B
Γ
i (point) and B
Γ
p (point)
can be identified with BΓ,0(Γ, R).
We point out an instructive property of KΓp that is not explicitly used in the
paper but will be extended later to other related theories.
Proposition 2.4.7. Let Y be a metric space with a Γ-action by coarse equivalences.
Suppose further that the action is bounded in the sense that for every γ ∈ Γ there is
a bound rγ so that for every y ∈ Y , d(y, γy) ≤ rγ . Let Y0 denote the metric space
Y equipped with the trivial Γ-action. Then there is an equivariant equivalence of
equivariant spectra KΓp (Y ) = K
Γ
p (Y0).
2.5. Equivariant Fibred G-theory. The proof of the Main Theorem will require
a variant of bounded G-theory which is defined for a proper metric space M and
a Noetherian ring R and relates to bounded K-theory in a way similar to the rela-
tionship between G-theory and K-theory of rings. The theory we need is developed
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in [14]. Here we review enough of this material to state the excision theorem that
is needed in the course of the proof.
To motivate the basic construction first notice that, given a geometric module
F in B(M,R), to every subset S ⊂ M there corresponds a direct summand which
is the free submodule
F (S) =
⊕
m∈S
Fm.
In this context we say an element x ∈ F is supported on a subset S if x ∈ F (S).
The restriction to bounded homomorphisms can be described entirely in terms of
these submodules.
We generalize this as follows.
Definition 2.5.1. We will use the notation P(M) for the power set of M partially
ordered by inclusion. Let Mod(R) denote the category of left R-modules. If F
is a left R-module, let I(F ) denote the family of all R-submodules of F partially
ordered by inclusion. AnM -filtered R-module is a module F together with a functor
P(X)→ I(F ) such that the value on M is F . It is reduced if F (∅) = 0.
An R-homomorphism f : F → G of M -filtered modules is called boundedly con-
trolled if there is a fixed number b ≥ 0 such that the image f(F (S)) is a submodule
ofG(S[b]) for all subsets S ofM . (Here S[b] stands for the metric b-enlargement of S
inM .) It is called boundedly bicontrolled if, for some fixed b ≥ 0, in addition to inclu-
sions of submodules f(F (S)) ⊂ G(S[b]), there are inclusions f(F )∩G(S) ⊂ fF (S[b])
for all subsets S ⊂M .
There is a notion of an admissible exact sequence of filtered modules which is an
exact sequence ofR-modules with the monic required to be a boundedly bicontrolled
monomorphism and the epi required to be a boundedly bicontrolled epimorphism.
Definition 2.5.2. Let F be an M -filtered R-module.
(1) F is locally finite, that is, F (V ) is a finitely generated submodule of F
whenever V is a bounded subset of M .
(2) F is called lean or D-lean if there is a number D ≥ 0 such that
F (S) ⊂
∑
x∈S
F (x[D])
for every subset S of M .
(3) F is called insular or d-insular if there is a number d ≥ 0 such that
F (S) ∩ F (U) ⊂ F (S[d] ∩ U [d])
for every pair of subsets S, U of M .
(4) F is called split or D′-split if there is a number D′ ≥ 0 such that we have
F (S) ⊂ F (T [D′]) + F (U [D′])
whenever a subset S of M is written as a union T ∪ U .
Property (4) is an easy consequence of (2).
It turns out the category S(M,R) of all split insular reduced objects and bound-
edly controlled morphisms is exact with respect to the family of admissible exact
sequences. The same is true for the subcategory L(M,R) of all lean insular reduced
objects. Both of these categories have cokernels but not kernels.
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The category BS(M,R) is the full subcategory of S(M,R) on the locally finitely
generated objects. Similarly, the category BL(M,R) is the full subcategory of
L(M,R) on the locally finitely generated objects. They are closed under extensions,
so they are also exact categories. There is actually a sequence of exact inclusions
B(M,R)→ BL(M,R)→ BS(M,R).
There is a delicate issue of existence of so-called gradings of objects in these cat-
egories. We circumvent this issue by making an equivalent definition and referring
to [14] for further details. If T is a subset of M , the module FT = F (T ) can be
viewed as a filtered module with the induced filtration FT (S) = F (T ) ∩ F (S). In
fact, any submodule E of F can be given the standard filtration E(S) = E ∩F (S).
Consider the family of filtered modules F which are strict in the sense that F (S)
is locally finite, lean, and insular for each subset S of M . The objects of the exact
category B(M,R) are those filtered modules that are isomorphic to strict objects.
In terms of gradings, the strict objects are the ones graded by the submodules
F (S). This is always true for the geometric modules in B(X) for example. Notice
that split injections and surjections are boundedly bicontrolled, so B(M,R) is an
exact subcategory of B(M,R). This theory is functorial in the space variable M
with respect to coarse maps.
Now suppose we are given two proper metric spaces X and Y . We will describe
a fibred analogue GX(Y ) of the category B(M,R).
Definition 2.5.3. An (X,Y )-filtration of an R-module F is a functor from the
power set of the product X ×Y to the partially ordered family of R-submodules of
F . The associated X-filtered R-module FX is given by
FX(S) = F (S × Y ).
Similarly, for each subset S ⊂ X , one has the Y -filtered R-module FS given by
FS(T ) = F (S × T ).
Given a subset U of X × Y , a number K ≥ 0 and a function k : X → [0,+∞),
we define the subset
U [K, k] = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y | there is (x′, y) ∈ U [k] with d(x, x′) ≤ K}.
The following conditions may be imposed on (X,Y )-filtered modules:
(1) F (S × T ) is a finitely generated submodule whenever both subsets S and
T are bounded,
(2) F is split if there is a numberD′ ≥ 0 and a monotone function ∆′ : [0,+∞)→
[0,+∞) so that
F (U1 ∪ U2) ⊂ F (U1[D
′,∆′x0 ]) + F (U2[D
′,∆′x0 ])
for each pair of subsets U1 and U2 of X × Y ,
(3) F is lean/split if there is a number D ≥ 0 and a monotone function
∆′ : [0,+∞)→ [0,+∞) so that
• the X-filtered module FX is D-lean, while
• the (X,Y )-filtered module F is (D,∆′)-split,
(4) F is insular if there is a number d ≥ 0 and a monotone function δ : [0,+∞)→
[0,+∞) so that
F (U1) ∩ F (U2) ⊂ F
(
U1[d, δx0 ] ∩ U2[d, δx0 ]
)
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for each pair of subsets U1 and U2 of X × Y .
An R-linear homomorphism f : F → G between (X,Y )-filtered modules is bound-
edly controlled if there is a number b ≥ 0 and a function θ : B(X)→ [0,+∞) such
that
(†) fF (S, T ) ⊂ G(S[b], T [θ(S)])
for all pairs of bounded subsets S ⊂ X , T ⊂ Y .
The objects of the category BX(Y ) are defined as the locally finite, lean/split,
insular (X,Y )-filtered R-modules. The morphisms are the boundedly controlled
homomorphisms.
Given an object F of BX(Y ), a grading of F is a functor F : P(X,Y ) → I(F )
with the properties
(1) if F(B) is given the standard filtration, it is an object of BX(Y ),
(2) there is an enlargement data (K, k) such that
F (C) ⊂ F(C) ⊂ F (C[K, kx0 ]),
for all subsets C of (X,Y ).
We define GX(Y ) as the full subcategory of BX(Y ) on graded filtered modules.
This general definition can be considerably weakened by requiring the partial Y -
gradings relative to a specific finite coarse covering. This notion was defined in [14]
and will suffice for all purposes in this paper.
A homomorphism f : F → G is boundedly bicontrolled if in addition to (†) one
also has
fF ∩G(S, T ) ⊂ fF (S[b], T [θ(S)]).
The exact sequences in GX(Y ) are the short exact sequences of boundedly bi-
controlled injections and boundedly bicontrolled surjections. This gives an exact
structure for GX(Y ).
Notice that BX(Y ) is again an exact subcategory ofGX(Y ). In particular, when
X is the group Γ with a word-length metric, we have the exact inclusion of BΓ(Y )
in GΓ(Y ).
Given a proper metric space Y with a left Γ-action by either isometries or coarse
equivalences, there are G-theory analogues of the equivariant theories KΓi and K
Γ
p
from Definition 2.4.6. We are specifically interested in the analogue of KΓp .
Definition 2.5.4 (Coarse Equivariant Theories, continued). Suppose Γ acts on Y
by coarse equivalences, then
(3) gΓp (Y ) is defined as the K-theory spectrum of the exact category G
Γ
p (Y ) of
functors θ : EΓ→ GΓ(Y ) such that the morphisms θ(f) are of filtration 0
when viewed as homomorphisms of Γ-filtered modules.
The equivariant G-theory GΓp (Y ) is defined as the nonconnective delooping of
gΓp (Y ). The exact inclusions B
Γ
i (Y )→ G
Γ
p (Y ) give maps between diagrams involved
in delooping kΓi (Y ) and g
Γ
p (Y ), so we obtain the induced equivariant maps between
the colimits κ : KΓi (Y )→ G
Γ
p (Y ).
The map of fixed points κΓ : KΓi (Y )
Γ → GΓp (Y )
Γ is called the fibred Cartan map.
The following theorem summarizes the result of [15].
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Theorem 2.5.5. The Cartan map KΓi (point)
Γ → GΓp (point)
Γ is a weak equivalence
when Γ is a geometrically finite group of finite asymptotic dimension and R (implicit
in this notation) is a regular Noetherian ring of finite homological dimension.
Let Y ′ be a subset of Y . We can relativize the equivariant constructions.
Definition 2.5.6. GΓ(Y )<Y ′ denotes the full subcategory of GΓ(Y ) on objects F
such that there is a number k ≥ 0 and an order preserving function λ : B(Γ) →
[0,+∞) such that F (S) ⊂ F (S[k])(C[λ(S)]) for each bounded subset S ⊂ Γ.
This is a right filtering Grothendieck subcategory by Proposition 3.2.20 of [14].
In particular, there is a quotient exact categoryGΓ(Y )/GΓ(Y )<Y ′ which we denote
by GΓ(Y, Y
′).
Given a proper metric space Y with a left Γ-action, a subset Y ′ is called coarsely
Γ-invariant or simply coarsely invariant if for each element γ of Γ there is a number
t(γ) with γ · Y ′ ⊂ Y ′[t(γ)]. The subset Y ′ is further Γ-invariant if the function
t(γ) = 0.
The following is now clear.
Proposition 2.5.7. If Y ′ is coarsely invariant, the subcategory GΓ(Y )<Y ′ is in-
variant under the action of Γ on GΓ(Y ), so there is a left Γ-action on the quotient
GΓ(Y )/GΓ(Y )<Y ′ , and one obtains the equivariant relative theory G
Γ
p (Y, Y
′).
2.6. Excision Theorems. The following theorem is the basic computational de-
vice in bounded K-theory.
Theorem 2.6.1 (Bounded Excision [8, 9]). For every pair of subsets U1 and U2 of
Y , using the notation from Theorem 1.1.5, the commutative square
K−∞(Y )<U1,U2 //

K−∞(Y )<U1

K−∞(Y )<U2 // K
−∞(Y )
is a homotopy pushout.
In order to be able to restate this theorem in a more intrinsic form, we need to
restrict to a special class of coverings.
Definition 2.6.2. A pair of subsets S, T of a proper metric space X is called
coarsely antithetic if S and T are proper metric subspaces with the subspace metric
and for each number K > 0 there is a number K1 > 0 so that
S[K] ∩ T [K] ⊂ (S ∩ T )[K1].
Examples of coarsely antithetic pairs include any two nonvacuously intersecting
closed subsets of a simplicial tree as well as complementary closed half-spaces in a
Euclidean space.
Theorem 2.6.3. If U1 and U2 is a coarsely antithetic pair of subsets of Y which
form a cover of Y , then the commutative square
K−∞(U1 ∩ U2) //

K−∞(U1)

K−∞(U2) // K
−∞(Y )
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is a homotopy pushout.
We now state some excision results for the fixed points of specific actions of Γ
on Y for the theories KΓi (Y ) and G
Γ
p (Y ).
Theorem 2.6.4 (Theorem 2.5.4 in [14]). Suppose the action of Γ on Y is trivial.
If U1 and U2 is a coarsely antithetic pair of subsets of Y which form a cover of Y ,
then the commutative square
KΓi (U1 ∩ U2)
Γ //

KΓi (U1)
Γ

KΓi (U2)
Γ // KΓi (Y )
Γ
is a homotopy pushout.
We will require relative versions of the excision theorems. In the presence of a
Karoubi filtration, one has the notion of Karoubi quotient.
Definition 2.6.5. The quotient map of categories induces the equivariant map
KΓi (Y ) → K
Γ
i (Y, Y
′) and the map of fixed points KΓi (Y )
Γ → KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ. More
generally, if Y ′′ is another coarsely invariant subset of Y , then the intersection Y ′′∩
Y ′ is coarsely invariant in both Y and Y ′, there is an equivariant map KΓi (Y
′′, Y ′′∩
Y ′) → KΓi (Y, Y
′) and the map of fixed points KΓi (Y
′′, Y ′′ ∩ Y ′)Γ −→ KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ.
We also obtain the spectrum KΓp (Y, Y
′) and equivariant maps just as above.
Here is the first relative equivariant analogue of Theorem 2.6.4.
Theorem 2.6.6 (Theorem 2.5.4 in [14]). Suppose the action of Γ on Y is trivial.
If Y ′ is a coarsely invariant subset of Y and if {C1, C2} is a covering of Y by two
coarsely invariant subsets such that the three subsets, Y ′, C1 and C2, are pairwise
coarsely antithetic, then the commutative square
KΓi (C1 ∩ C2, Y
′ ∩C1 ∩ C2)Γ //

KΓi (C1, Y
′ ∩ C1)Γ

KΓi (C2, Y
′ ∩C2)Γ // KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ
induced by inclusions of pairs is a homotopy pushout.
In order to extend the equivariant excision theorems to appropriate nontrivial
actions, we need to develop constructions related to coverings of Y .
Definition 2.6.7. A pair of subsets A, B in a proper metric space X are called
coarsely equivalent if there are numbers dA,B, dB,A with A ⊂ B[dA,B] and B ⊂
A[dB,A]. It is clear this is an equivalence relation among subsets. We will use
notation A ‖B for this equivalence.
A family of subsets A is called coarsely saturated if it is maximal with respect
to this equivalence relation. Given a subset A, let S(A) be the smallest boundedly
saturated family containing A.
If A is a coarsely saturated family, define K(A) to be
hocolim
−−−−→
A∈A
K(A).
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Proposition 2.6.8. If A and B are coarsely equivalent then there is an isomor-
phism of categories B(A) ∼= B(B) and therefore a weak equivalence K(A) ≃ K(B).
Further, B(X)<A ∼= B(A) and K(X)<A ≃ K(S(A)) ≃ K(A) for all subsets A.
Definition 2.6.9. A collection of subsets U = {Ui} is a coarse covering of X if
X =
⋃
Si for some Si ∈ S(Ui). Similarly, U = {Ai} is a coarse covering by coarsely
saturated families if for some (and therefore any) choice of subsets Ai ∈ Ai, {Ai}
is a coarse covering in the sense above.
Recall that a pair of subsets A, B in a proper metric space X are coarsely
antithetic if for any two numbers d1 and d2 there is a third number d such that
A[d1] ∩B[d2] ⊂ (A ∩B)[d].
We will write A♮B to indicate that A and B are coarsely antithetic.
Given two subsets A and B, define
S(A,B) = {A′ ∩B′ |A′ ∈ S(A), B′ ∈ S(B), A′ ♮B′}.
Proposition 2.6.10. S(A,B) is a coarsely saturated family.
Proof. Suppose A1, A
′
1 and A2, A
′
2 are two coarsely antithetic pairs, and A1 ⊂
A2[d12], A
′
1 ⊂ A
′
2[d
′
12] for some d12 and d
′
12. Then
A1 ∩A
′
1 ⊂ A2[d12] ∩A
′
2[d
′
12] ⊂ (A2 ∩A
′
2)[d]
for some d. 
Proposition 2.6.11. If U and T are coarsely antithetic then
K(X)<U,T ≃ K(S(U ∩ T )) ≃ K(U ∩ T ).
There is the obvious generalization of the constructions and propositions to the
case of a finite number of subsets of X .
Definition 2.6.12. We write A1 ♮A2 ♮ . . . ♮ Ak if for arbitrary di there is a number
d so that
A1[d1] ∩A2[d2] ∩ . . . ∩Ak[dk] ⊂ (A1 ∩A2 ∩ . . . ∩Ak)[d]
and define
S(A1, A2, . . . , Ak) = {A
′
1 ∩A
′
2 ∩ . . . ∩A
′
k |A
′
i ∈ S(Ai), A1 ♮A2 ♮ . . . ♮ Ak}.
Equivalently, identifying any coarsely saturated family A with S(A) for A ∈ A, one
has S(A1,A2, . . . ,Ak).
We will refer to S(A1,A2, . . . ,Ak) as the coarse intersection of A1,A2, . . . ,Ak.
A coarse covering U is closed under coarse intersections if all coarse intersections
S(A1,A2, . . . ,Ak) are nonempty and are contained in U. If U is a given coarse
covering, the smallest coarse covering that is closed under coarse intersections and
contains U will be called the closure of U under coarse intersections.
The inclusions induce the diagrams of spectra {K(Y )<A} and {KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ<A}
for representatives A in A ∈ U.
Definition 2.6.13. Suppose U is a coarse covering of Y closed under coarse inter-
sections. We define the homotopy pushouts
K(Y ;U) = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
K(Y )<A
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and
KΓi (Y, Y
′;U)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ<A.
The following result is equivalent to the Bounded Excision Theorem.
Theorem 2.6.14. If U is a coarse covering of Y closed under coarse intersections,
then there is a weak equivalence K(Y ;U) ≃ K(Y ).
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.6.1 inductively to the sets in U. 
Now suppose there is a free action of Γ on Y by isometries and U is a coarse
covering of Y closed under coarse intersections.
Definition 2.6.15. The action is U-bounded if all coarse families {Ai} in U are
closed under the action. In this case one has the K-theory spectra KΓ(Ai) =
KΓ(Y ;Ai) and the fixed point spectra K
Γ(Ai)
Γ = KΓ(Y ;Ai)
Γ.
An action is U-bounded for any coarse covering U if the action is by bounded
coarse equivalences. The trivial action is an instance of such action.
Theorem 2.6.16. If the action of Γ on Y is trivial, then
KΓ(Y ;U)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
KΓ(A)Γ ≃ KΓ(Y )Γ
and
KΓi (Y, Y
′;U)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
KΓi (A)
Γ ≃ KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ.
Similar constructions are available in G-theory. The quotient map of exact cat-
egories induces the equivariant map GΓp (Y ) → G
Γ
p (Y, Y
′) and the map of fixed
points GΓp (Y )
Γ → GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ. If Y ′′ is a coarsely invariant subset of Y , there is
an equivariant map GΓp (Y
′′, Y ′′ ∩ Y ′) → GΓp (Y, Y
′) and the map of fixed points
GΓp (Y
′′, Y ′′ ∩ Y ′)Γ → GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ. We can define two types of homotopy pushouts:
GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ<U = hocolim−−−−→
A∈U
GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ<A
for an arbitrary action of Γ by bounded coarse equivalences, and
GΓp (Y, Y
′;U)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
GΓp (A,A ∩ Y
′)Γ
for the trivial action. In case of the trivial action, we get the same excision result
as in K-theory. However, bounded G-theory possesses excision properties also with
respect to some more general, not necessarily trivial actions.
The following is the main theorem of [14].
Theorem 2.6.17. Suppose the action of Γ on Y is by bounded coarse equivalences.
Given a finite coarse covering U of Y such that the family of all subsets U ∈ U and
Y ′ together are pairwise coarsely antithetic, there is a weak equivalence
GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ ≃ GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ<U.
If the action of Γ is in fact trivial, then there is a weak equivalence
GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ ≃ GΓp (Y, Y
′;U)Γ.
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2.7. Reduced Twisted Assembly. The bounded K-theory assembly map
A(X,A) : hlf(X ;K−∞(A)) −→ K−∞(X,A),
for a proper metric space X and a small additive category A, can be defined as
follows.
Let bSkX be the collection of all locally finite families F of singular k-simplices in
X which are uniformly bounded, in the sense that each family possesses a number
N such that the diameter of the image im(σ) is bounded from above by N for all
simplices σ ∈ F. For any spectrum S, the theory bhlf(X ; S) is the realization of the
simplicial spectrum
k 7→ hocolim
−−−−→
C∈ bSkX
hlf(C, S).
There is a similar theory Jh(X ;A) obtained as the realization of the simplicial
spectrum
k 7→ hocolim
−−−−→
C∈bSkX
K−∞(C,A)
by viewing C as a discrete metric space.
Since [10] is written in appropriate generality, in terms of general additive cate-
gory coefficients, Corollary III.14 of [9] gives a weak homotopy equivalence
η : bhlf(X ;K−∞(A)) −→ Jh(X ;A)
of functors from proper locally compact metric spaces and coarse maps to spectra.
We next define a natural transformation
ℓ : Jh(X ;A) −→ K−∞(X,A).
In the case A is the category of finitely generated free R-modules, this transforma-
tion is defined as part of the proof of Proposition III.20 of [9]. The definition is
entirely in terms of maps between singular simplices in X , so the construction can
be generalized to give ℓ as above, for any additive category A. For convenience of
the reader, we present the necessary details.
Let D be any collection of singular n-simplices of X and ζ be any point of the
standard n-simplex. Define a function ϑζ : D → X by ϑζ(σ) = σ(ζ). Since D is
viewed as a discrete metric space, if D is locally finite then ϑζ is coarse, so we have
the induced functor B(D,A)→ B(X,A) given by⊕
d∈D
Fd −→
⊕
x∈X
⊕
ϑζ(d)=x
Fd
which is the identity for each d ∈ D. Therefore, there is the induced map of spectra
K(ϑζ ,A) : K(D,A) −→ K(X,A).
Suppose further that D ∈ bSkX and that N is a bound required to exist for D in
bSkX . If ζ and θ are both points in the standard n-simplex, we have a symmet-
ric monoidal natural transformation Nθζ : K(ϑζ ,A) → K(ϑθ,A) induced from the
functors which are identities on objects in the cocompletion of A. Both of those
identity morphisms are isomorphisms in B(X,A) because they and their inverses
are bounded by N .
Recall that the standard n-simplex can be viewed as the nerve of the ordered
set n = {0, 1, . . . , n}, with the natural order, viewed as a category. Let D ∈ bSnX .
We define a functor l(D, n) : iB(D,A) × n → iB(X,A) as follows. On objects,
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(l(D, n)F )x =
⊕
ϑ(i)=x Fd, where i denotes the vertex of ∆
n = N.n corresponding
to i. On morphisms, l(D, n) is defined by the requirement that the restriction to
the subcategory iB(D,A)×j is the functor induced by θj , and that (id×(i ≤ j))(F )
is sent to N ji (F ). This is compatible with the inclusion of elements in
bSnX , so we
obtain a functor
colim
−−−−→
D∈bSnX
iB(D,A)× n −→ iB(X,A),
and therefore a map
hocolim
−−−−→
D∈bSnX
N. iB(D,A)×∆n −→ N. iB(X,A).
If M is a symmetric monoidal category, let the t-th space in Spt(M) be denoted by
Sptt(M), and let σt : S
1 ∧ Sptt(M)→ Sptt+1(M) be the structure map for Spt(M).
The fact that the natural transformations N ji are symmetric monoidal shows in
particular that we obtain maps
Λt : hocolim
−−−−→
D∈bSnX
Sptt(iB(D,A))×∆
n −→ Sptt(iB(X,A))
so that the diagrams
hocolim
−−−−→
D∈bSnX
(S1 ∧ Sptt(iB(D,A)))×∆
n //
σt×id

S1 ∧ Sptt(iB(X,A))
σt

hocolim
−−−−→
D∈bSnX
Sptt+1(iB(D,A)) ×∆
n Λt+1 // Sptt+1(iB(X,A))
commute. Further, for each t we obtain a map∣∣∣∣∣∣ k 7→ hocolim−−−−→
D∈bSnX
Sptt(iB(D,A))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ −→ Sptt(iB(X,A))
respecting the structure maps in Sptt. This gives a map ℓ :
cJh(X ;A) → K(X,A)
where cJh(X ;A) stands for the realization of the simplicial spectrum
k 7→ hocolim
−−−−→
C∈bSkX
K(C,A).
Notice that ℓ is natural in X and is compatible with delooping. Therefore it gener-
alizes to the homotopy natural transformation ℓ : Jh(X ;A)→ K−∞(X,A). Recall
also that there is an equivalence of spectra bhlf(X ;K−∞(A)) → hlf(X ;K−∞(A)),
for any proper metric space X , by Corollary II.21 of [9].
Definition 2.7.1. The composition
A(X,A) : hlf(X ;K−∞(A)) −→ K−∞(X,A)
of ℓ and η is a homotopy natural transformation.
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For proper metric spacesM , N , and a ring R, specializing to A = B(M,R) gives
the twisted assembly map
A(N,M) : hlf(N ;K−∞(M,R)) −→ K−∞(N,B(M,R)).
Of course, the twisted assembly reduces to the homotopy natural transformation
from Proposition 3.20 in [9] when M is a point. In this case A(X,B(point, R)) =
A(X,R) is the equivariant controlled assembly map from section 1.1.
Next note that the bounded K-theory spectrum K−∞(M,R) can be viewed as
the homotopy colimit of a family of nonconnective spectra
K−∞(M,R) = hocolim
−−−−→
d
K[d](M,R),
where K[d](M,R) is the spectrum associated with a Γ-space given by the subspace
of the nerve of the category with bounded isomorphisms as morphisms, for which
a simplex is included if and only if all the maps which make up the simplex and all
the composites which are computed to obtain iterated face maps are bounded by d
in M . This gives maps Ad(N ×M) : h
lf(N,K[d](M,R))→ K−∞(N ×M,R) from
which we can induce
A× : hocolim
−−−−→
d
hlf(N,K[d](M,R)) −→ K−∞(N ×M,R)
The exact embedding i : B(M × N,R) → B(M,B(N,R)) induces the map of K-
theory spectra i∗ : K
−∞(M ×N,R)→ K−∞(M,B(N,R)) which, in general, is not
an equivalence.
Definition 2.7.2. The composition of i∗ with A
× gives the fibred assembly map
Afib(N,M) : hocolim
−−−−→
d
hlf(N,K[d](M,R)) −→ K−∞(M,B(N,R)).
Suppose M and N have isometric group actions, then all of the maps we have
defined are equivariant maps of spectra with group actions.
For left Γ-actions by isometries on metric spaces X and Y , there are evident
actions induced on the categories B(X×Y,R) and B(X,B(Y,R)) from the diagonal
action. The equivariant embedding induces the equivariant functor i : BΓ(X ×
Y,R)→ BΓ(X,B(Y,R)). Similar to Definition 2.7.2, we get an equivariant version
of the fibred assembly map:
AfibΓ,0 : hocolim
−−−−→
d
hlf(Y,KΓ,0[d](X,R))
A×
−−→ KΓ,0(X × Y,R)
i∗−−→ KΓ,0(X,B(Y,R)).
Since the group Γ with the word-length metric is commensurable with M˜ where
it acts cocompactly, the above construction can be applied to the universal covers
of both the manifold M and its normal bundle N . Let
A˜ : hocolim
−−−−→
d
hlf(N˜ ,KΓ,0[d](M˜,R)) −→ KΓi (N˜)
be the resulting assembly map. The duality theorem from Appendix A now gives
us the map
hocolim
−−−−→
d
Σn+kF (M˜,K[d](M˜,R)) ≃ hocolim
−−−−→
d
hlf(N˜ ,K[d](M˜,R))
A˜
−−→ KΓi (N˜)
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which yields the induced map on fixed point spectra
A˜Γ : hocolim
−−−−→
d
Σn+kKΓ,0[d](M˜,R)hΓ −→ KΓi (N˜)
Γ.
Lemma 2.7.3. Since Γ has a finite classifying space, there is a natural equivalence
∆: KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ
≃
−−→ hocolim
−−−−→
d
KΓ,0[d](M˜,R)hΓ.
Proof. The homotopy inverse limit is in this case a finite limit, which will commute
past a filtered colimit. 
Definition 2.7.4. We can now define the map η : Σn+kKΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ → KΓi (N˜)
Γ
as the composition of ∆ with A˜Γ. The action of Γ on N˜ induces the isometric
action on T N˜ . Theorem 2.6.14 of [14] gives a weak equivalence from ΣKΓi (N˜)
Γ to
the fixed point spectrum KΓi (T N˜)
Γ. The map
Tη : Σn+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ −→ KΓi (T N˜)
Γ
is the composition of Ση and this equivalence.
The reduced twisted assembly will be a necessary modification of the map Tη.
It follows from a computation of A. Bartels [2] that Tη induces the zero map in
K-theory when M is the circle S1. So it is only this modification that will be in
fact a useful map.
The twisted assembly map is induced from a functor with the target BΓi (T N˜)
Γ.
Bartels observes that, in the case of the circle S1 and more generally a torus T n,
the target can be computed and has no K-theory in dimension n + k + 1. The
reduction we will use is based on the conclusion that the appropriate range of the
functor is narrower. If B̂ is a small metric ball in N˜ then one may consider the full
subcategory BΓi (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
.
Definition 2.7.5 (Reduced twisted assembly map). Applying the twisted assembly
to geometric modules over M˜ one produces objects with fibred control which are
coarsely supported near T B̂ in T N˜ . The result is the map
Tη< : Σ
n+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ −→ KΓi (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
.
3. Beginning of the Proof
This description of the proof serves to isolate the main idea that would be harder
to parse otherwise. It might be helpful to refer to Diagram One in section 3.4 as a
general guide to the argument. We will return to verifying the facts used here in
sections 4 and 5.
3.1. Review of the Strategy. We start by recapitulating the course of the proof
in terms of the prerequisites already assembled in section 2.
As explained in section 1.2, the object of study is the canonical map
ρ : KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ −→ KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ.
Here KΓ,0(M˜,R) is the nonconnective equivariant bounded K-theory of the uni-
versal cover of a smooth compact aspherical manifold M , possibly with boundary,
with fundamental group Γ. Our goal is to show that ρ is a split injection.
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We accomplish this goal by constructing a nonconnective spectrum S and a map
of spectra f : KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ → S such that
• f factors through the map ρ, and
• f is a weak equivalence.
The combination of these properties shows that ρ is an injection split by the second
map in the factorization of f .
Such S would then play the role of the delooping Ωn+k+1 T of the spectrum T
proposed in the proof of the Main Theorem in section 1.2.
3.2. Construction of S. We proceed to define the category C announced in the
sketch of the proof of the Main Theorem in section 1.2, specifically in Remark 1.2.2.
The construction of this category and formal properties resemble the category of
fixed objects GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ while the action is not uniquely specified.
First, we recapitulate the construction ofGΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ and the spectrumGΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ
in a revisionist way that can be generalized.
Suppose Γ acts on the proper metric space Y by coarse equivalences and Y ′ is
a coarsely invariant subspace. The objects of GΓp (Y, Y
′) are the functors θ : EΓ→
GΓ(Y, Y
′) such that the morphisms θ(f) are of filtration 0 when viewed as homo-
morphisms of Γ-filtered modules. Recall that this category has the left action by
Γ induced from the diagonal action on Γ × Y . This is the category used in the
description of GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ. So, again, an object in GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ is determined by
an object F of GΓ(Y, Y
′) and isomorphisms ψ(γ) : F → γF which are of filtration
0 when projected to Γ. We will exploit the fact that this category and its exact
structure can be described independently from the construction of the equivari-
ant functor category GΓp (Y, Y
′). The spectrum gΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ can be defined as the
K-theory spectrum of GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ.
Let Rk be the Euclidean space with the trivial action of Γ. Then the product
Γ × Rk has the Γ-action defined by γ(γ′, x) = (γγ′, x). By using the diagonal
actions on Γ×Rk×Y , one obtains the equivariant categoriesGΓ×Rk(Y, Y
′) and also
GΓ,kp (Y, Y
′) where the objects are the functors θ : EΓ → GΓ×Rk(Y, Y
′) such that
the morphisms θ(f) are of filtration 0 when viewed as homomorphisms of (Γ×Rk)-
filtered modules. The K-theory of GΓ,kp (Y, Y
′)Γ is denoted by gΓ,kp (Y, Y
′)Γ. Now
the nonconnective delooping of gΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ can be constructed as
GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
k>0
ΩkgΓ,kp (Y, Y
′)Γ.
The following is the construction of C(Y, Y ′) and the corresponding nonconnec-
tive spectrum C(Y, Y ′). The details are mostly straightforward generalizations of
the summary above. It should be helpful to point out that the category C(Y, Y ′)
itself is not a lax limit with respect to an action of Γ. However lax limits such as
GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γ are going to be exact subcategories of C(Y, Y ′).
Definition 3.2.1. The categoryC(Y, Y ′) has objects which are sets of data ({Fγ}, {ψγ})
where
• Fγ is an object of GΓ(Y, Y ′) for each γ in Γ,
• ψγ is an isomorphism Fe → Fγ ,
• ψγ has filtration 0 when viewed as a morphism in U(Γ,U(Y )),
• ψe = id, ψγ1γ2 = γ1ψγ2ψγ1 .
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The morphisms ({Fγ}, {ψγ}) → ({F ′γ}, {ψ
′
γ}) are collections {φγ}, where each φγ
is a morphism Fγ → F ′γ in GΓ(Y, Y
′), such that the squares
Fe
ψγ
−−−−→ Fγ
φe
y yφγ
F ′e
ψ′γ
−−−−→ F ′γ
commute for all γ ∈ Γ.
The exact structure on C(Y, Y ′) is induced from that on GΓ(Y, Y
′), described
in 2.5.3. The details can be found in [14]. For any action α on (Y, Y ′) by bounded
coarse equivalences, the lax limit category GΓp (Y, Y
′)Γα is an exact subcategory of
C(Y, Y ′). This embedding Eα is realized by sending the object (F, ψ) ofGΓ(Y, Y
′)Γα
to ({αγF}, {ψ(γ)}). On the morphisms, Eα(φ) = {αγφ}. In particular, we have
the embedding
E : GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ −→ C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd).
Let C(Y, Y ′) be the nonconnective delooping of the K-theory of C(Y, Y ′).
Definition 3.2.2. Then we have the map of spectra
ε : GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ −→ C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
induced by E.
There is the familiar construction of the full subcategory C(Y, Y ′)<C associated
to any subset C of Y . It is known that C(Y, Y ′)<C is a Grothendieck subcategory
of C(Y, Y ′), and there is a quotient exact category C(Y, Y ′)>C .
Suppose U is a finite coarse covering of Y . We define the homotopy colimit
C(Y, Y ′)<U = hocolim
−−−−→
Ui∈U
C(Y, Y ′)<Ui .
The following excision result is Theorem 4.2.6 in [14].
Theorem 3.2.3. Consider the actions of Γ on Y is by bounded coarse equivalences.
Suppose U is a finite coarse covering of Y such that the family of all subsets U in
U together with Y ′ are pairwise coarsely antithetic. Then the natural map
δ : C(Y, Y ′)<U −→ C(Y, Y
′),
induced by inclusions, is a weak equivalence.
We can finally describe the categories and spectra that play the roles of C, T,
and S.
Definition 3.2.4. Recall that the compact manifoldM is embedded in a Euclidean
space Rn+k, and we let N denote a small tubular neighborhood of M . Choose a
closed Euclidean ball B in N . If N˜ denotes the universal covering of N , let B̂ be
an arbitrary lift of B in N˜ expressed by a homeomorphism σ : B → B̂.
Using the bounded metric from section 2.2 and the cone construction from sec-
tion 2.3, we define the category
C = C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
>∁TB̂,<TB̂
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and the spectrum
T = C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
>∁TB̂,<TB̂
.
Therefore
S = Ωn+k+1C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
>∁TB̂,<TB̂
.
Notation 3.2.5. We will need to localize these constructions further to certain sub-
sets of T N˜ . In order to clear the plate for further subscripts, we will use the
following notation for the category
C = C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd),
and for the spectrum
T = C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd).
3.3. The Core of the Proof. We plan to construct a map of spectra
φ : KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ −→ S = Ωn+k+1C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
in section 5.1 and prove further in section 5 that the composition f = φ ◦ ρ is a
weak equivalence. In fact, f will be identified with a different map that is ultimately
computable.
The core of the proof is the essential idea behind the computation explained in
this section in a sequence of steps. We refer to Figures 1–2 in section 3.4 for the
gathering of the steps into a commutative diagram.
Step 1. Choose a metric ball B in Rn+k centered at c with radius R and con-
tained entirely in N . Let h : Rn+k → Rn+k be the linear map h(x) = c+ Rx, so h
restricts to a linear homeomorphism h : Dn+k → B from the unit disk Dn+k = 0[1]
onto the chosen ball B.
Notation 3.3.1. We identify the following subsets of Rn+k:
E+i = {(x1, . . . , xn+k) | xl = 0 for all l > i, xi ≥ 0},
E−i = {(x1, . . . , xn+k) | xl = 0 for all l > i, xi ≤ 0},
Ei = E
−
i ∪E
+
i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k, and
E0 = E
−
0 = E
+
0 = {(0, . . . , 0)}.
Definition 3.3.2. The subsets E∗i form a coarsely antithetic covering of R
n+k. It
is easy to see that TE∗i form a coarsely antithetic covering of TR
n+k. Therefore, we
obtain a coarsely antithetic covering E of TRn+k by the subsets Th(E∗i ) . Notice
that this covering is closed under coarse intersections since it includes the subsets
Th(Ei) for 0 ≤ i < n+ k, where Ei are the intersections E
−
i+1 ∩ E
+
i+1. We define
KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
E∗i ∈E
KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ
where the structure maps in the diagram are induced by inclusions of subsets.
Proposition 3.3.3. There is a weak equivalence
ΣKΓi (TR
d−1)Γ −→ KΓi (TR
d)Γ
for each 0 < d ≤ n+ k.
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.6.6 applied to the coarsely antithetic covering
of TRd by T (Rd−1 × [0,+∞)) and T (Rd−1 × (−∞, 0]). For either one of the two
covering sets C, the category BΓ,0(Γ×C)Γ is flasque, so KΓi (C)
Γ is contractible. 
Corollary 3.3.4. There is a weak equivalence
α′′0 : Σ
n+k+1K−∞(R[Γ]) −→ KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ.
Proof. Use iterations of Proposition 3.3.3 and Proposition 2.3.4. 
Proposition 3.3.5. The natural map
α′′′0 : K
Γ
i (TR
n+k;E)Γ −→ KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.6.16 to E. 
Notation 3.3.6. There are also related to E±i subsets
D0 = D
−
0 = D
+
0 = {(0, . . . , 0)},
D±i = E
±
i ∩D
n+k, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k, and
Di = D
−
i ∪D
+
i = D
−
i+1 ∩D
+
i+1.
The images of D∗i under h will be called B
∗
i .
Definition 3.3.7. Let V1 be the coarse antithetic covering of TB by TB
∗
i . There
is a spectrum defined as the homotopy pushout
KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
V1
KΓi (TB
∗
i , T (B
∗
i ∩ ∂B))
Γ.
In section 5.5 we define forget control equivalences
ψi,∗1 : K
Γ
i (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ −→ KΓi (TB
∗
i , T (B
∗
i ∩ ∂B))
Γ
There are two natural maps. The map ξ : KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ → KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ
is induced by projections. The map ψ1 : K
Γ
i (TR
n+k;E)Γ → KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ is
induced from ψi,∗1 . Since all ψ
i,∗
1 are equivalences, ψ1 is an equivalence. It is part
of the commutative square
KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
α1 // KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ
ξ

KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ
ψ1
≃
//
≃ α′′′0
OO
KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ
The map α1 in the diagram is induced by the quotient map combined with excision.
In particular, we now have the equivalence
ψ1 ◦ α
′′
0 : Σ
n+k+1K−∞(R[Γ])
≃
−−→ KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ.
Step 2. The map ε from Definition 3.2.2 can be replicated on appropriate full
exact subcategories to give a similar map of spectra
ε : GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
−→ C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
.
This can be composed with
q : C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
−→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
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induced by the quotient map of categories.
There is a parametrized transfer map associated to a free properly discontinuous
action on a proper metric space pair. It is systematically developed in section 4.1.
In our situation it provides a map
α2 : K
Γ
i (TN, T∂N)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
.
This construction allows to view the map Σn+k+1f as the composition
KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
α1−−−→ KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ α2−−−→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
ε
−−→ C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
q
−−→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd).
The next step finally gives the interpretation of Σn+k+1f alluded to in the first
paragraph of this section 3.3.
Step 3. Consider the following metric subspaces of (T N˜)bdd:
V = (T B̂)bdd, V ′ = (T∂B̂)bdd,
V ±i =
(
Tσh(D±i )
)bdd
, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ k, and
Vi = (Tσh(Di))
bdd
.
Definition 3.3.8. Let U3 be the coarse antithetic covering of T B̂ by V
∗
i . There is
a homotopy pushout
C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U3) = hocolim
−−−−→
U3
C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<V ∗
i
∪∁TB̂
.
From Theorem 3.2.3 we have a weak equivalence
δ : C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U3) −→ CTB̂((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd).
The parametrized transfers
λ∗i : K
Γ
i (TB, T∂B)
Γ
<B∗
i
−→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)<V ∗
i
compatible with q ◦ ε ◦ α2 induce the natural map of the homotopy pushouts
µ : KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ −→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U3).
Now we have the commutative diagram q ◦ ε ◦ α2 = δ ◦ µ ◦ ξ.
Step 4. The map δ ◦ µ can be computed as follows. Each of the maps λ∗i is
either a map between contractible spectra for ∗ = ± or (because of the excision
available at each end) the suspension of the analogous map
λi−1 : K
Γ
i (TB, T∂B)
Γ
<B∗
i−1
−→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)<Vi−1 ,
for the empty index ∗. This shows that δ ◦ µ is the (n + k + 1)-fold suspension of
the “core” map
KΓi (TB0, T (B0 ∩ ∂B))
Γ −→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)<V0
which is precisely the Cartan map
κΓ : K−∞(R[Γ]) = KΓi (point)
Γ −→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)<V0
= GΓp (point)
Γ = G−∞(R[Γ]).
This gives simultaneous computations of
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(1) the spectrum S = C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd) as Σn+k+1G−∞(R[Γ]) and
(2) the map Σn+k+1f as the (n+ k + 1)-fold suspension of the Cartan map.
Step 5. We finally refer to the Cartan equivalence from Theorem 2.5.5 for groups
Γ with finite asymptotic dimension and rings R of finite homological dimension,
which verifies that the Cartan map u is a weak equivalence. This shows that f is a
weak equivalence.
3.4. Diagram One. The diagram in Figure 1-2 collects the maps we defined so
far into one commutative diagram. It is presented in two parts which should make
two separate points. Part (a) in Figure 1 illustrates the fact that the composition
map
Σn+k+1K−∞(R[Γ]) −→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
factors through the homotopy fixed point spectrum Σn+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ. Part (b)
in Figure 2 shows that the same composition can be computed up to equivalence
as the suspension map described in Step 4 above.
4. Preliminaries (Part 2)
4.1. Parametrized Transfer Map. Let Y be a proper metric space. Suppose Γ
is a finitely generated group which acts freely, properly discontinuously on Y . In
this case, one has the orbit space metric on Γ\Y as in Definition 2.2.1.
Let s : Γ\Y → Y be a section of the orbit space projection p : Y → Γ\Y . We
will require s to be a coarse map. For completeness, we provide an option for such
map whenever Γ\Y is a finite complex. This is the situation we will assume in the
rest of the section.
Lemma 4.1.1. Suppose Γ\Y is a finite simplicial complex K, then there is a
section s : Γ\Y → Y which is a coarse map.
Proof. The complex K is the union of finitely many open simplices which we denote
S1, . . . , St. Choose arbitrary base points bi in Si. Since each Si is contractible, an
arbitrary map s : {b1, . . . , bt} → Y extends uniquely to a section s : K → Y . 
Let d be the standard simplicial metric in Y which gives the simplicial orbit
metric dΓ\Y in K.
Definition 4.1.2. The image of s, F ⊂ Y , is a bounded fundamental domain for
the action of Γ, since it is a union of finitely many simplices.
Let ǫ ≥ 0 and let Ωǫ be the subset of Γ given by
Ωǫ = {γ ∈ Γ | d(F, γF ) ≤ ǫ}.
Since the action of Γ is properly discontinuous, the set Ωǫ is finite.
Let Dǫ be the maximal norm of an element in Ωǫ.
Proposition 4.1.3. If dΓ\Y (z1, z2) ≤ ǫ then there is an element ω of Ωǫ such that
d(s(z1), ωs(z2)) ≤ ǫ.
Proof. Let ω be the element of Γ such that
dΓ\Y (z1, z2) = d(s(z1),Γs(z2)) = d(s(z1), ωs(z2)).
Then clearly, if dΓ\Y (z1, z2) ≤ ǫ then ω ∈ Ωǫ. 
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Γ
ξ
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Recall the construction of TkX from Definition 2.3.2. A choice of s determines
a section Tks : Tk(Γ\Y )→ TkY .
Proposition 4.1.4. Tks is a coarse map for all k.
Proof. Explicitly, (Tks)(z, r) = (s(z), r), so if s is bounded by D then Tks is
bounded by kD. 
We now consider the situation where Γ acts on (TY )bdd via γ(y, r) = (γy, r), and
Tp : (TY )bdd → TK is the orbit space projection. Recall that D1 be the maximal
norm of an element in Ω1.
Proposition 4.1.5. Suppose dTK((z1, r), (z2, r)) ≤ R where dTK is the orbit met-
ric in TK. Then d(TY )bdd((s(z1), r), (s(z2), r)) ≤ R+ 2D1.
Proof. Suppose γ is an element of Γ such that
dTK((z1, r), (z2, r)) = d(TY )bdd((s(z1), r), (γs(z2), r)),
then ‖γ‖ = 1 and d(TY )bdd((γs(z2), r), (γs(z2), r)) ≤ 2D1. The result follows from
the triangle inequality. 
Let Ts : TK → (TY )bdd be given by Ts(z, r) = (s(z), r). It is a section of the
projection Tp.
Corollary 4.1.6. The section Ts is a coarse map.
Definition 4.1.7. We will denote the product metric space Γ× (TX)bdd by TΓ(X).
Notice that when the action of Γ on X is trivial then (TX)bdd = TX , and so in
this case TΓ(X) = Γ× TX .
Given an isometric action of Γ on X , there is the induced action on Γ×X × R
given by γ(γ′, x, r) = (γγ′, γx, r). This induces an isometric action on TΓ(X).
Recall that we are given a free, properly discontinuous isometric action of Γ on
a proper metric space Y . Now we have the associated metric spaces TΓ(Γ\Y ) and
TΓ(Y ) with isometric actions by Γ.
Suppose Γ\Y is finite, then we can choose a coarse section s : Γ\Y → Y of the
projection p : Y → Γ\Y as in Lemma 4.1.1.
The sections Ts : T (Γ\Y )→ T (Y ) assemble to give a map
TΓs : TΓ(Γ\Y ) −→ TΓ(Y )
defined by
Ts(γ, z, r) = (γ, T s(z), r).
Proposition 4.1.8. The map TΓs is a coarse map.
Proof. Products of coarse maps are coarse. 
Remark 4.1.9. We note that if the action of Γ on TΓY is via γ
′(γ, y, r) = (γ, γ′y, r)
then TΓ(Γ\Y ) is precisely the orbit space with the orbit space metric. The projec-
tion TΓp : TΓ(Y ) → TΓ(Γ\Y ) is the orbit space projection, and the map Ts is a
section of this projection.
This is certainly different from the situation of main interest to us. We are
interested in the diagonal action of Γ on TΓY given by γ
′(γ, y, r) = (γ′γ, γ′ y, r).
We now construct and examine a section s∆ : Γ\TΓY → TΓY .
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Definition 4.1.10. (1) As soon as a section s : Γ\Y → Y is chosen, there is a
well-defined function t : Y → Γ determined by
t(y) y = s([y]).
(2) The diagonal action of Γ on TΓY gives the orbit space projection
p∆ : TΓ(Y ) −→ Γ\TΓY
which endows Γ\TΓY with the orbit space metric d∆. We define a map
s∆ : Γ\TΓY −→ TΓ(Y )
by s∆([γ, y, r]) = (t(y) γ, s([y]), r). Here [y] stands for the class p(y) and [γ, y, r] for
p∆(γ, y, r).
Notation 4.1.11. Given a subset S ⊂ Γ, let TSX denote the metric subspace S ×
X × R of TΓX .
Proposition 4.1.12. The map s∆ is a section of p∆. It is not necessarily a coarse
map. However the restriction of s∆ to each TS(Γ\Y ) for a bounded subset S ⊂ Γ
is coarse.
Proof. By the defining property of t(y),
p∆(γ, y, r) = p∆(γ, t(y)
−1s([y]), r) = p∆(t(y)γ, s([y]), r).
So p∆s∆([γ, y, r]) = p∆(γ, y, r) = [γ, y, r]. A bound on the norm of γ in S gives a
linear coefficient to exhibit the restriction of s∆ to TS(Γ\Y ) as a coarse map. In
general, the bound for the action of γ on Y grows indefinitely. 
The function
l : TΓ(Γ\Y ) −→ Γ\TΓY
is given by l(γ, z, r) = [γ, s(z), r].
Proposition 4.1.13. l is a coarse bijection.
Proof. The function l is proper and distance non-increasing, therefore coarse. The
inverse l−1 : Γ\TΓY → TΓ(Γ\Y ) is given by l−1([γ, y, r]) = (t(y)γ, [y], r). 
Definition 4.1.14. We define a function u : TΓY → TΓY by
u(γ, y, r) = (t(y)−1γ, y, r).
Clearly, u is the identity on im(Ts) since y in im(s) gives t(y) = 1 and s([y]) = y.
The following diagram shows the relationship between the geometric maps we
have defined.
TΓY
p∆

TΓY
TΓp

uoo
Γ\TΓY
s∆
OO
l−1 //
TΓ(Γ\Y )
TΓs
OO
l
oo
Let B(k) stand for the subset of all elements γ in Γ with ‖γ‖ ≤ k.
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Definition 4.1.15. Let X and Y be arbitrary metric spaces. Given a function
f : TΓX → TΓY , we say f is p-bounded if there is a function λ : [0,∞) → [0,∞)
such that for all k the restriction of f to TB(k)X is a coarse map bounded by λ(k).
It is clear that compositions of p-bounded maps are p-bounded.
In general, this property is sufficient in order to induce a functor
̺ : BΓp ((TX)
bdd)Γ −→ BΓp ((TY )
bdd)Γ.
Our goal is to verify this in the case of the function
s′ : TΓ(Γ\Y )→ TΓY
defined as the composition u ◦ Ts.
Proposition 4.1.16. The function u is p-bounded. The function l−1 defined in
the proof of Proposition 4.1.13 is p-bounded.
Proof. Assuming ‖γ1‖ ≤ k, ‖γ2‖ ≤ k, and d((y1, r1), (y2, r2)) ≤ d, we estimate
d((t(y1)
−1γ1, y1, r1), (t(y2)
−1γ2, y2, r2)) ≤ min{d(t(y1)
−1γ1, t(y2)
−1γ2), d}.
Now
d(t(y1)
−1γ1, t(y2)
−1γ2) = d(γ1, t(y1)t(y2)
−1γ2))
≤ d(γ1, γ2) + d(γ2, t(y1)t(y2)
−1γ2))
≤ 2k + ‖t(y1)t(y2)
−1‖
≤ 2k + d+ 2D1,
where D1 is the constant from Proposition 4.1.5. The second statement is proved
similarly. 
Since s′ : TΓ(Γ\Y )→ TΓY is the composition u ◦ Ts, it is therefore p-bounded.
Proposition 4.1.17. We have s∆ = u ◦ Ts ◦ l
−1.
Proof. Since l−1([γ, y, r]) = (t(y)γ, [y], r), we have
T (s) l−1([γ, y, r]) = (t(y)γ, s([y]), r).
Then also u T (s) l−1([γ, y, r]) = (t(y)γ, s([y]), r) because t(s[y])−1 = 1. 
This shows that the diagram shown above is commutative. It also follows that
s∆ = s ◦ l
−1 is p-bounded.
We are ready to define the parametrized transfer.
Definition 4.1.18. Suppose Γ acts on Y by isometries. The parametrized transfer
map
P : KΓi (T (Γ\Y ))
Γ −→ KΓp ((TY )
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
is obtained from the p-bounded section s : TΓ(Γ\Y )→ TΓ(Y ) via the induced addi-
tive functor
̺ : BΓi (T (Γ\Y ))
Γ −→ BΓp ((TY )
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
.
Here the action of Γ on the set TΓ(Γ\Y ) = Γ × Γ\Y × R is given by γ(γ′, z, r) =
(γγ′, z, r), and the action on TΓY = Γ× Y × R by γ(γ′, y, r) = (γγ′, γy, r).
In order to describe how the map s induces the functor ̺, let us reiterate the
interpretation in Definition 2.4.1 of an object of BΓi (T (Γ\Y ))
Γ. It is a pair (F, ψ)
where F is an object of B(TΓ(Γ\Y )) and ψ is a function on Γ with ψγ ∈ Hom(F, γF )
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in B(TΓ(Γ\Y )) such that ψγ is of filtration 0 when projected to Γ, ψe = id, and
ψγ1γ2 = γ1ψγ2ψγ1 .
Given (F, ψ) in BΓi (T (Γ\Y ))
Γ, we define (̺F, ̺ψ) in BΓp ((TY )
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
.
Using the notation [y] for the orbit of y ∈ Y , we set (̺F )(γ,y,r) = F(γ,[y],r) if
y = γs[y] and 0 otherwise. Concretely, we tensor a lift of the module F(γ,[y],r) with
the action of Γ. The morphisms (̺ψ)γ ∈ Hom(̺F, γ̺F ) are defined by making the
component
((̺ψ)γ)(γ1,y1,r1),(γ2,y2,r2) : (̺F )(γ1,y1,r1) −→ (γ̺F )(γ2,y2,r2),
where (̺F )(γ1,y1,r1) = F(γ1,[y1],r1) and
(γ̺F )(γ2,y2,r2) = (̺F )(γ−1γ2,γ−1y2,r2) = F(γ−1γ2,[γ−1y2],r2) = F(γ−1γ2,[y2],r2),
the 0 homomorphism unless
t(y1) t(y2)
−1 = γ−11 γ2.
In the latter case, the component ((̺ψ)γ)(γ1,y1,r1),(γ2,y2,r2) is identified with
(ψγ)(γ1,[y1],r1),(γ2,[y2],r2) : F(γ1,[y1],r1) −→ (γF )(γ2,[y2],r2) = F(γ−1γ2,[y2],r2).
The point is that in this case there is an element γ′ ∈ Γ such that t(y1) = γ
−1
1 (γ
′)−1
and t(y2) = γ
−1
2 (γ
′)−1, so y1 = γ
′γ1s([y1]) and y2 = γ
′γ2s([y2]).
This shows that if ψγ is a morphism of B(TΓ(Γ\Y )), (̺ψ)γ is a morphism of
BΓp ((TY )
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
. Also (̺ψ)e = ψe = id, and clearly (̺ψ)γ1γ2 = γ1(̺ψ)γ2(̺ψ)γ1 .
Given a morphism φ : (F, ψ)→ (F ′, ψ′) in BΓi (T (Γ\Y ))
Γ specified by φ : F → F ′
in B(TΓ(Γ\Y )), then ̺φ : ̺F → ̺F ′ is defined by
(̺φ)(γ1,y1,r1),(γ2,y2,r2) =
{
0 if t(y1) t(y2)
−1 6= γ−11 γ2,
φ(γ1,[y1],r1),(γ2,[y2],r2) otherwise.
It is a morphism of Bp((TY )
bdd)
<TB̂
because the section s is p-bounded and the
action of Γ is bounded.
Let N be the total space of the normal disk bundle . Then the discussion in this
section applies to Y = N˜ and Γ\Y = N .
Definition 4.1.19. We obtain a parametrized transfer map
P : KΓi (TN)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
.
It is clear that there is also a relative version of the map
α2 : K
Γ
i (TN, T∂N)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
.
4.2. Additional Constructions. We will use the terms and notation introduced
in section 2.6.
Given a left free, properly discontinuous action of Γ on Y , let π : Y → Γ\Y be
the projection onto the orbit space. We assume that orbit space is given the orbit
metric d(x, y) = infγ∈Γ dY (γx, y). When the action of Γ on X is by isometries,
π−1(T ) is in S(π−1(U)) for all T in S(U).
Definition 4.2.1. If U is a coarse covering of Γ\X , define
π∗U = {S(π−1(U)) |U ∈ U},
which is a coarse covering of X .
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It is easy to see that if U is closed under coarse intersections, the same is true
about π∗U.
Let A be a subset of Γ\Y . Given a choice of a splitting of π, one has the
usual functor B(A)→ B(π−1A)Γ of bounded categories of R-modules. This can be
interpreted as a functor B(A)Γ → B(π−1A)Γ where the action of Γ on A is trivial,
so we have a map
π∗A : K
Γ(A)Γ −→ KΓ(π−1A)Γ.
This map induces π∗A : K
Γ(S(A))Γ → KΓ(S(π−1A))Γ. Consider the homotopy col-
imits
KΓ(Γ\Y ;U)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
KΓ(S(A))Γ,
KΓ(Y ;π∗U)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
A∈U
KΓ(S(π−1A))Γ.
Definition 4.2.2. The maps π∗A induce the natural maps
π∗ : KΓ(Γ\Y ;U)Γ −→ KΓ(Y ;π∗U)Γ
and
α : KΓi (Γ\Y ;U)
Γ −→ KΓi (Y ;π
∗U)Γ.
Clearly these maps are natural with respect to lattice morphisms of coarse cov-
erings: if U ⊂ U′ then the square
KΓi (Γ\Y ;U)
Γ α //

KΓi (Y ;π
∗U)Γ

KΓi (Γ\Y ;U
′)Γ
α′ // KΓi (Y ;π
∗U′)Γ
commutes up to homotopy.
When U′ = {Y }, the bottom map is the transfer
α : KΓi (Γ\Y )
Γ −→ KΓi (Y )
Γ.
All of the above can be directly relativized.
Definition 4.2.3. Suppose Y ′ is a metric subspace of Y invariant under the action
of Γ. The maps
π∗A : K
Γ(A,A ∩ π(Y ′))Γ −→ KΓ(π−1A, π−1A ∩ Y ′)Γ,
where the the action of Γ on A is trivial, induce the natural maps
π∗ : KΓ(Γ\Y, π(Y ′);U)Γ −→ KΓ(Y, Y ′;π∗U)Γ
and
α : KΓi (Γ\Y, π(Y
′);U)Γ −→ KΓi (Y, Y
′;π∗U)Γ.
Remark 4.2.4. Whenever U is a covering of Y by coarsely antithetic subsets U1
and U2, there is a fully faithful embedding
BΓi (U1 ∩ U2, Y
′ ∩ U1 ∩ U2)
Γ −→ BΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ<U1,U2
which is essentially onto. The induced weak equivalences
KΓi (Ui, Y
′ ∩ Ui)
Γ ≃ KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ<Ui ,
KΓi (U1 ∩ U2, Y
′ ∩ U1 ∩ U2)
Γ ≃ KΓi (Y, Y
′)Γ<U1,U2
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give the weak equivalence
KΓi (Y, Y
′;U)Γ ≃ hocolim
−−−−→
U∈U
KΓi (U, Y
′ ∩ U)Γ,
where U is the covering by pairwise coarsely antithetic subsets U1, U2, and U1 ∩U2.
More generally, if U is a finite covering of Y by pairwise coarsely antithetic
subsets Ui then there is a weak equivalence
KΓi (Y, Y
′;U)Γ ≃ hocolim
−−−−→
Ui∈U
KΓi (Ui, Y
′ ∩ Ui)
Γ.
5. Conclusion of the Proof
We will define the map
φ : KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ −→ S = C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
in section 5.1. The proof of the fact that the composition f = φ ◦ ρ is a weak
equivalence is completed in section 5.5. All of the maps can be seen assembled
together in Figure 3 in section 5.4.
5.1. Construction of the Splitting Map. For convenience of notation, we con-
struct and study the suspension of the promised map, ψ = Σn+k+1φ. Of course,
conclusions such as being a weak homotopy equivalence or being a weak split sur-
jection hold equally for maps of spectra and their suspensions.
We assume that we are given a smooth compact n-dimensional aspherical man-
ifold M , so that the universal covering M˜ of M is contractible. Embed M in a
Euclidean space Rn+k, and let N denote a small tubular neighborhood of M , so N
is homeomorphic to the unit k-disk bundle in the normal bundle to the embedding
e : M →֒ Rn+k. In fact, for a sufficiently small neighborhood, the exponential map
gives a retraction p : N → M , which is a bundle projection, and we may assume
that we are given a bundle preserving projection from N to the k-disk bundle in
the normal bundle to M . We will abuse notation by referring to the k-disk bundle
as N .
Let N˜ denote the universal covering of N . We choose of a lift σ : B → B̂ onto a
connected component of π−1(B). The splitting map ψ referred to above will now
be the composite of the following maps.
(β1) The first map
β1 : Σ
n+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ −→ KΓi (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
.
is the map Tη< constructed in Definition 2.7.5.
(β2) We define
β2 : K
Γ
i (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ KΓi (T N˜, T∂N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
as the map induced from the Karoubi quotient map of the controlled categories. It
can be viewed as obtained by relaxing control in BΓi (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
.
(β3) The map
β3 : K
Γ
i (T N˜, T∂N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ KΓp (T N˜, T∂N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
is induced by the natural transformation KΓi → K
Γ
p .
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(β4) The map
β4 : K
Γ
p (T N˜, T∂N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
is induced by the coarse natural map b : T N˜ → (T N˜)bdd from Proposition 2.2.8.
Note: For the construction of the next map, the ring R is required to be Noe-
therian.
(β5) The map
β5 : K
Γ
p ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
−→ GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
is induced by the natural Cartan transformation κΓ : KΓp → G
Γ
p .
(β6) The map
β6 : G
Γ
p ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
−→ C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
is the map of spectra ε from Definition 3.2.2 induced by the exact embedding
E : GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
−→ C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
.
(β7) The map
β7 : C((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
−→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
is the map q in Diagram One in section 3.4, induced by the exact quotient map.
Definition 5.1.1. We define ψ as the composition
ψ = β7 ◦ β6 ◦ β5 ◦ β4 ◦ β3 ◦ β2 ◦ β1 :
Σn+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ −→ C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd).
By the discussion in section 3.1, the Main Theorem now follows from the follow-
ing statement.
Theorem 5.1.2. The composition F of the suspension Σn+k+1ρ of the canonical
map ρ : SΓ → ShΓ applied to S = KΓ,0(M˜,R) and the map ψ from Definition 5.1.1
is a weak equivalence.
As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, we will perform several reduc-
tions in order to express the map F in a convenient form.
5.2. First Reduction. Consider the following new sequence of maps.
(α0) This is a map
α0 : Σ
n+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ −→ KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ,
where the action of Γ on TRn+k is trivial.
It is the composition of two maps. The first is the weak equivalence
α′0 : Σ
n+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ
≃
−−→ Σn+k+1K−∞(R[Γ])
which is the (n + k + 1)-fold suspension of the weak equivalence KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ ≃
K−∞(R[Γ]) from Theorem 2.4.4. The second map
Σn+k+1K−∞(R[Γ]) −→ KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
is defined as follows.
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Recall that given a vector c in Rn+k and a positive constant R, we let h : Rn+k →
Rn+k be the linear homeomorphism given by h(x) = c+Rx.
We refer to Notation 3.3.1 for a decomposition of Rn+k into subsets E+i , E
−
i ,
Ei = E
−
i ∪ E
+
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k, and E0 = E
−
0 = E
+
0 = {(0, . . . , 0)}. The subsets
E∗i form a coarsely antithetic covering of R
n+k, so TE∗i form a coarsely antithetic
covering of TRn+k. Therefore, we obtain a coarsely antithetic covering E of TRn+k
by the subsets Th(E∗i ) closed under coarse intersections. From Definition 3.3.2 we
have the spectrum
KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
E∗i ∈E
KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ
where the structure maps in the diagram are induced by inclusions of subsets.
Proposition 3.3.3 gives weak equivalences ΣKΓi (TR
d−1)Γ → KΓi (TR
d)Γ for each
0 < d ≤ n+ k, so by Corollary 3.3.4 there is a weak equivalence
α′′0 : Σ
n+k+1K−∞(R[Γ]) −→ KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ.
Applying Theorem 2.6.16 to E, we see that the map
α′′′0 : K
Γ
i (TR
n+k;E)Γ −→ KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
is a weak equivalence.
Corollary 5.2.1. α0 = α
′′′
0 ◦ α
′′
0 ◦ α
′
0 is a weak equivalence.
(α1) Define
α1 : K
Γ
i (TR
n+k)Γ −→ KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ
as the composition of relaxing the control via
KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ −→ KΓi (TR
n+k, TRn+k − int(TN))Γ
and the excision equivalence
KΓi (TR
n+k, TRn+k − int(TN))Γ ≃ KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ.
The last fact follows from Theorem 2.6.6 here, or the more precise statement as
part of Theorem 4.1.10 in [14]. Here all Γ-actions on TRn+k, TN , T∂N are trivial.
(α2) The map
α2 : K
Γ
i (TN, T∂N)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
is the relative parametrized transfer associated to the projection N˜ → N from
Definition 4.1.19.
Let us view Γ as a metric space with the chosen word metric equipped with the
free left multiplication action on itself. Then up to homotopy we can identify the
fixed points
KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ ≃ KΓi (point)
Γ.
Proposition 5.2.2. The map β4 ◦ β3 ◦ β2 ◦ β1 factors the composite α2 ◦ α1 ◦ α0
in the sense that there is a homotopy commutative diagram
Σn+k+1KΓi (point)
Γ β1◦Σ
n+k+1ρ
//
≃ α0

KΓi (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
β4◦β3◦β2

KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
α2◦α1 // KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
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Proof. From definitions, BΓ,0(Γ, R)Γ is isomorphic to the category of finitely gen-
erated free R[Γ]-modules, an object A can be represented by assigning a copy of a
free finitely generated R-module Aγ to each γ and observing that the collection is
invariant under the permutation action of Γ induced from left multiplication action
on itself. Up to suspension, the horizontal map
β1 ◦ Σ
n+k+1ρ : Σn+k+1KΓ,0(Γ, R)Γ −→ KΓi (T N˜)
Γ
<TB̂
is induced by sending A to the same collection of R-modules associated to points
in the orbit of Γ for the diagonal action on Γ × T N˜ . The correspondence is given
by Aγ = A(γ,γx) for x ∈ T N˜ . In fact, this describes the entire map
Σn+k+1KΓ,0(Γ, R)Γ −→ KΓp (T N˜
bdd, T ∂N˜ bdd)Γ
<TB̂
.
On the other hand,
α0 : Σ
n+k+1KΓ,0(Γ, R)Γ −→ KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
can be described as the (n + k + 1)-fold suspension of a map α∗0 : K
Γ,0(Γ, R)Γ →
Ωn+k+1KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ. The description can be made functorial by viewing the target
of α∗0 as K
Γ
i (TR
n+k)Γ<TB . Now the map is induced by sending A to the same
collection of R-modules associated to points in the orbit of Γ for the action on
Γ × TRn+k by the identification Aγ = Aγ,0. By arrangement 0 ∈ B ⊂ N , so we
have described
α1 ◦ α0 : Σ
n+k+1KΓ,0(Γ, R)Γ −→ KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ
<TB.
Finally, by inspection of the definition of the transfer
α2 : K
Γ
i (TN, T∂N)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
in Definition 4.1.19, one sees that the composition factoring through the lower left
corner sends A to the same object. This argument can be easily made precise by
using the explicit description of fixed point categories as in Definition 4.1.18. 
(γ) Note: The ring R in the remainder of this section is assumed to be a regular
Noetherian ring and have finite homological dimension.
Theorem 5.2.3. There is a weak equivalence
γ : C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd) −→ Σn+k+1GΓp (point)
Γ.
This is the main result of [14] proved as Theorem 4.2.12. In order to prove
Theorem 5.1.2, it now suffices to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.4. The map L is a weak equivalence.
The issue with computing L directly is the fact that both the domain and the
target of the transfer map α2 are quite intractible.
5.3. Second Reduction. We will define a sequence of maps between homotopy
pushouts of diagrams of spectra associated to certain coverings. The maps will be
related to the maps that make up L.
We begin with the trivial action of Γ on TRn+k. Recall from Definition 3.3.2 the
complete coarsely antithetic covering E of TRn+k by sets Th(E∗i ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ k
and ∗ = −, +, or blank. So each set in this covering is indexed by (i, ∗). This
covering is ordered by inclusion thus forming a category.
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All diagrams in this section, and all coverings we consider, will be indexed by
this same ordered category.
We already know that the natural map α′′′0 from the homotopy pushout
KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
E
KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ
to KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ is an equivalence.
Notation 5.3.1. Let the subspaces N∗i of N be given by N
∗
i = N ∩ h(E
∗
i ). Then
TN∗i are coarsely antithetic subsets of TN .
Definition 5.3.2. We define U1 as the covering of TN by TN
∗
i .
There are a homotopy pushout
KΓi (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
U1
KΓi (TN
∗
i , T (N
∗
i ∩ ∂N))
Γ,
where the action of Γ on N∗i is the trivial action, and the natural map
π1 : K
Γ
i (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ −→ KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ.
It is a weak equivalence by the same Theorem 2.6.16.
(ω1) This is the canonical map
ω1 : K
Γ
i (TR
n+k;E)Γ −→ KΓi (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ
induced by relaxing control via ωi,∗1 :
KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ −→ KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ), Th(E
∗
i − intN))
Γ −→ KΓi (TN
∗
i , T (N
∗
i ∩ ∂N))
Γ
on each level indexed by (i, ∗). The map ω1 is part of the commutative square
KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ
ω1 //
α′′′0 ≃

KΓi (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ
π1

KΓi (TR
n+k)
α1 // KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ
(ψ1) We will use the notation E
∗
i , D
∗
i , B
∗
i introduced in the course of Step 1 in
section 3.3 as part of 3.3.1 and 3.3.6. The maps
ωi,∗1 : K
Γ
i (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ −→ KΓi (TN
∗
i , T ∂N
∗
i )
Γ
were constructed by relaxing control. Relaxing control further, we have the equiv-
alences ψi,∗1 :
KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ −→ KΓi (Th(E
∗
i ), Th(E
∗
i − intB))
Γ −→ KΓi (TB
∗
i , T (B
∗
i ∩ ∂B))
Γ
There are also the forget control maps
ξi,∗1 : K
Γ
i (TN
∗
i , T (N
∗
i ∩ ∂N))
Γ −→ KΓi (TB
∗
i , T (B
∗
i ∩ ∂B))
Γ.
Definition 5.3.3. Let V1 be the coarse antithetic covering of TB by TB
∗
i .
There is a homotopy pushout
KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
V1
KΓi (TB
∗
i , T (B
∗
i ∩ ∂B))
Γ
and two natural maps
ξ1 : K
Γ
i (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ −→ KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ
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induced from ξi,∗1 and
ψ1 : K
Γ
i (TR
n+k;E)Γ −→ KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ
induced from ψi,∗1 . Since all ψ
i,∗
1 are equivalences, ψ1 is an equivalence. It is part
of the commutative triangle ξ1 ◦ ω1 = ψ1.
Knowing Theorem 2.5.5, the reader will readily realize that the target of γ is in
fact Σn+k+1KΓi (point)
Γ. We will need to be more precise.
Definition 5.3.4. Let L be the composition
γ ◦ β7 ◦ β6 ◦ β5 ◦ α2 ◦ α1 ◦ α0 : Σ
n+k+1KΓi (point)
Γ −→ Σn+k+1GΓp (point)
Γ.
Definition 5.3.5. Let π : N˜ → N be the orbit space projection for the free properly
discontinuous action of Γ on N˜ by isometries.
We denote by N˜∗i the subsets π
−1(N∗i ) of N˜ . Then ∂N˜
∗
i are the subsets π
−1(∂N∩
N∗i ). Let U2 be the covering of T N˜ by T N˜
∗
i . Since U1 is a coarse antithetic covering
of TN , the covering U2 of T N˜ is a coarsely antithetic covering.
If B˜∗i are the subsets π
−1(B∗i ) of N˜ , we also define V2 to be the coarsely antithetic
covering of T B˜ by T B˜∗i .
Notice that under the map b : T N˜ → (T N˜)bdd from Proposition 2.2.8 the subsets
T N˜∗i and T∂N˜
∗
i map onto the metric subspaces of (T N˜)
bdd which are isometric to
(T N˜∗i )
bdd and (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd respectively. We will be taking homotopy colimits over
the coverings U2 and V2 viewed as coverings by metric subspaces of (T N˜)
bdd.
Consider the homotopy pushout
KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
= hocolim
−−−−→
U2
KΓp ((T N˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩N˜∗
i
)
.
Since V1 is a coarse antithetic covering of TB, the subsets (T B˜
∗
i )
bdd form a coarse
antithetic covering of (T B˜)bdd. There is a similar homotopy pushout
KΓp ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
= hocolim
−−−−→
V2
KΓp ((T B˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂B˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩B˜∗
i
)
.
(ω2, ψ2) Notice that U2 is exactly the covering referred to as π
∗U1 in Definition
4.2.3. So we have the map of homotopy pushouts
ω2 = π
∗ : KΓi (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
.
Now there is a diagram of natural maps
KΓi (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ ω2 //
π1

KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
π2

KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ α2 // KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
Theorem 5.3.6. This is a commutative square.
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Proof. Since ∂N∗i is the subset N
∗
i ∩ ∂N , the statement follows from the fact that
we have commutative squares
KΓi (TN
∗
i , T ∂N
∗
i )
Γ
p∗i //

KΓp ((T N˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩N˜∗
i
)

KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ α2 // KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩N˜∗i )
for all values of i and ∗. The maps p∗i in each square are induced by
P ∗i : K
Γ
i (TN
∗
i )
Γ −→ KΓp ((T N˜
∗
i )
bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩N˜∗
i
)
,
which are the parametrized transfer maps from Definition 4.1.18 applied to Y = N˜∗i
and Γ\Y = N∗i . So we are reduced to checking commutativity of the square of
additive functors
BΓi (TN
∗
i , T ∂N
∗
i )
Γ
̺∗i //

BΓp ((T N˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩N˜∗
i
)

BΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ ̺ // BΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
where the vertical functors are induced by inclusions of metric subspaces. This is
clear from inspection of the construction of ̺ in Definition 4.1.18. 
For each index (i, ∗) there is a map
ψi,∗2 : K
Γ
i (TB
∗
i , T ∂B
∗
i )
Γ −→ KΓp ((T B˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂B˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<T (B̂∩B˜∗
i
)
,
where the action of Γ on B˜∗i is by restrictions of deck transformations from the
natural action of Γ on N˜ . Let
ψ2 : K
Γ
i (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ −→ KΓp ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
be the map induced from the map of coverings π∗ : V1 → π∗V1 =: V2.
(ω5, ψ5) The natural Cartan transformation K
Γ
p → G
Γ
p induces the commutative
diagram
KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
β5 // GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
ω5 //
π2
OO
GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
π5
OO
and ψ5 : K
Γ
p ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
→ GΓp ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
where
GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
= hocolim
−−−−→
U2
GΓp ((T N˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
,
and GΓp ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
is defined similarly.
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(ω6, ψ6) If we define
C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)<TB̂ = hocolim−−−−→
U2
C((T N˜∗i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)
<TB̂
,
and similarly C((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)<TB̂, then the inclusion B
Γ
p → C induces
the commutative square
GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
β6 // C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
GΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
ω6 //
π5
OO
C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)<TB̂
π6
OO
and ψ6 : G
Γ
p ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
→ C((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)<TB̂.
(ω7, ψ7) The subsets T ∁B̂ ∩ T N˜∗i of T N˜
∗
i give the Grothendieck subcategories
of C((T N˜∗i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)
<TB̂
. Let B̂∗i be the subsets B̂ ∩ N˜
∗
i of N˜
∗
i . The result-
ing exact quotients C
TB̂∗
i
((T N˜∗i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd) are indexed by the same partially
ordered set. We define
C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2) = hocolim
−−−−→
U2
C
TB̂∗
i
((T N˜∗i )
bdd, (T∂N˜∗i )
bdd)
and similarly C
TB̂
((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2). Now the exact quotient maps induce
the commutative diagram
C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
<TB̂
β7
// C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)
C((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)<TB̂
ω7 //
ξ6

π6
OO
C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
ξ7

π7
OO
C((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)<TB̂
ψ7 // C
TB̂
((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
The maps ξ6 and ξ7 are the excision maps available in this theory but not in K
Γ
p .
We conclude with the following interpretation of the map L from Definition 5.3.4
and Theorem 5.2.4.
Corollary 5.3.7. The map L is homotopic to the map
Ω = γ′ ◦ π7 ◦ ω7 ◦ ω6 ◦ ω5 ◦ ω2 ◦ ω1 ◦ α
′′
0 ◦ α
′
0
where γ′ = γ ◦ π7. It is further homotopic to the map
Ψ = γ′′ ◦ ψ7 ◦ ψ6 ◦ ψ5 ◦ ψ2 ◦ ψ1 ◦ α
′′
0 ◦ α
′
0.
Proof. We know that π2 ◦ ω2 = α2 ◦ π1 from Theorem 5.3.6. The colimit π1 is
an equivalence by Theorem 2.6.16, so α2 ◦ α1 is homotopic to π2 ◦ ω2 ◦ ω1. The
last statement follows from strict commutativity of the functorial diagram between
compositions of functors which induce Ω and Ψ. Also notice that both γ′ and γ′′
are weak equivalences by exactly the argument showing that γ is an equivalence in
Theorem 5.2.3. 
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It remains to argue
Theorem 5.3.8. The map Ψ is a weak equivalence.
The map Ψ is a major improvement over L in terms of geometric complexity of
the metric spaces involved. Yet spectra of type KΓp ((T B˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂B˜∗i )
bdd)Γ are still
hard to analyse in view of the transition to the left bounded metric. This calls for
one additional reduction of Ψ.
5.4. Diagram Two. The diagram in Figure 3 summarizes the relationships be-
tween the maps we defined so far. It is a commutative diagram that factors the
map Ψ through the homotopy fixed point map Σn+k+1ρ.
5.5. Finale. The components ψ∗ of Ψ are colimits of maps between diagrams in-
dexed by the coverings E, U1, and U2. The indexing set for all coverings is the
same set of indices {(i, ∗)}, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ k and ∗ = −, +, or blank. The maps
between the diagrams are identities on the indexing sets. We would like to argue
that
(1) if one fixes an index (i, ∗) then the composition
ψ∗7,i ◦ ψ
∗
6,i ◦ ψ
∗
5,i ◦ ψ
∗
2,i ◦ ψ
∗
1,i : K
Γ
i (Th(E
∗
i ))
Γ −→ C
TB̂∗
i
((T B˜∗i )
bdd, (T∂B˜∗i )
bdd)
is an equivalence for all i and ∗, and
(2) depending on the index, the two spectra are either both contractible or
both weakly equivalent to the spectrum Σi+1G−∞(R[Γ]).
We prove both statements by constructing another sequence of coverings with the
same indexing set, the associatedK-theoretic homotopy colimits, and a sequence of
natural maps between them. On each level (i, ∗) the composition will be homotopic
to the composition in (1). This time, on each level all of the components will be
themselves weak equivalences. As a consequence, all natural induced maps between
new colimits will be equivalences, and so the map Ψ would indeed be an equivalence.
The trivial action of Γ on N˜ is the action by bounded coarse equivalences which
are identity maps. The induced trivial action of Γ on (T N˜)bdd, as well as the
subspaces (T B˜∗i )
bdd, will be indicated by the 0 subscript.
The following remark is an important warning.
Remark 5.5.1. The equivalences of fixed point spectra
ζ∗i : G
Γ
p ((T B˜
∗
i )
bdd, (T∂B˜∗i )
bdd)Γ
<TB̂
−→ GΓp ((T B˜
∗
i )0, (T∂B˜
∗
i )0)
Γ
<TB̂
from Theorem 4.1.11 of [14] induce the equivalence
ζ5 : G
Γ
p ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ GΓp (T B˜0, T ∂B˜0;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
.
There are verbatim analogues for theories KΓi and K
Γ
p . For example, there is an
equivalence
ζ2 : K
Γ
p ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ KΓp (T B˜0, T ∂B˜0;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
.
These are equivalences of the same nature as that in Proposition 2.4.7.
Recall that for the chosen metric ball B in the interior of N , h is a linear
homeomorphism which maps the standard unit ball Dn+k onto B, and B̂ is an
isometric lift of B to N˜ . The map σ : B → B̂ is the isometry. Let
ψ′2 : K
Γ
i (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ −→ KΓp (T B˜0, T ∂B˜0;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
4
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N
A
R
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A
R
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S
O
N
A
N
D
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O
R
IS
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L
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F
A
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B
KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
<TB̂
β7◦β6◦β5
''
Σn+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)hΓ
β4◦β3◦β2◦β1
00
ψ
!!
C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd)Γ
γ≃
||
KΓp ((T N˜)
bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
<TB̂
ω7◦ω6◦ω5
''
π2
OO
Σn+k+1KΓ,0(M˜,R)Γ
Σn+k+1ρ
55
α0 ≃

α′0
≃
// Σn+k+1KΓi (point)
Γ
α′′0≃

Ψ
''P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
C
TB̂
((T N˜)bdd, (T∂N˜)bdd;U2)
Γ
γ′
xx
π7
OO
ξ7

KΓp ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂ ψ7◦ψ6◦ψ5
''
KΓi (TR
n+k)Γ
α1
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
KΓi (TR
n+k;E)Γ
α′′′0
≃
oo

ω1
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
ψ1
≃
55
C
TB̂
((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
γ′′≃

KΓi (TN, T∂N)
Γ
ξ

α2
AA✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄
KΓi (TN, T∂N ;U1)
Γ
ξ1

π1
≃
oo
ω2
;;
Σn+k+1GΓp (point)
Γ
KΓi (TB, T∂B)
Γ KΓi (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ
≃
oo
ψ2
JJ
γ′′′◦ψ7◦ψ6◦ψ5◦ψ2
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be the map induced by the isometric inclusion σ. It would be convenient to have the
commutative triangle ψ′2 = ψ2 ◦ ζ2. Unfortunately this is known to fail in general.
A direct comparison of this type would be available in KΓi and so would not require
any constraints on the ring such as regularity of R which we know are needed for
the final isomorphism theorem. This is the phenomenon behind Remark 1.2.2.
The map
ψ5 : K
Γ
p ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ GΓp ((T B˜)
bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
can be aligned with
ψ′5 : K
Γ
p (T B˜0, T ∂B˜0;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ GΓp (T B˜0, T ∂B˜0;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
.
The inclusion of the fixed points with respect to the trivial action in B˜ and the
consequent projection give
ψ′7 ◦ ψ
′
6 : G
Γ
p (T B˜0, T ∂B˜0;V2)
Γ
<TB̂
−→ C
TB̂
((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd;V2).
From Theorem 4.1.11 of [14], the natural transformation between the composi-
tions of the exact functors from BΓi (TB
∗
i , T ∂B
∗
i )
Γ, which induce the parametrized
transfers ψ2 and ψ
′
2, with the inclusions and eventual projections to the category
C
TB̂
((T B˜)bdd, (T∂B˜)bdd) is a natural equivalence. This shows that ψ7 ◦ψ6 ◦ψ5 ◦ψ2
is homotopic to ψ′7 ◦ ψ
′
6 ◦ ψ
′
5 ◦ ψ
′
2.
We have reduced Theorem 5.3.8 to
Theorem 5.5.2. The map Ψ′ = γ′′ ◦ ψ′7 ◦ ψ
′
6 ◦ ψ
′
5 ◦ ψ
′
2 ◦ ψ1 ◦ α
′′
0 ◦ α
′
0 is a weak
equivalence.
Notation 5.5.3. Let Y be the covering of T B̂ by the metric subspaces T B̂∗i where
B̂∗i = σh(D
∗
i ) and ∂B̂
∗
i = ∂B̂ ∩ B̂
∗
i . This is a coarse antithetic covering.
Definition 5.5.4. We define the homotopy colimit
KΓp (T B̂, T∂B̂;Y)
Γ = hocolim
−−−−→
Y
KΓp (T B̂
∗
i , T ∂B̂
∗
i )
Γ
and the counterparts GΓp (T B̂, T∂B̂;Y)
Γ, C(T B̂, T∂B̂;Y). These spectra come with
the evident maps between them. The map
ψ′′2 : K
Γ
i (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ −→ KΓp (T B̂, T∂B̂;Y)
Γ
is an equivalence induced by the isometry σ. Appropriate exact inclusions induce
transformations KΓp → G
Γ
p → C which give
ψ′′6 ◦ ψ
′′
5 : K
Γ
p (T B̂, T∂B̂;Y)
Γ −→ C(T B̂, T∂B̂;Y).
Excision of complements of T B̂ in T B˜0 gives a homotopy from Ψ
′ to the compo-
sition Ψ′′ = γ ◦ ψ′′6 ◦ ψ
′′
5 ◦ ψ
′′
2 ◦ ψ1 ◦ α
′′
0 ◦ α
′
0.
Among these components, the map γ : C(T B̂, T∂B̂;Y) → Σn+k+1GΓp (point)
Γ is
a weak equivalence which can be computed as follows. From Theorem 4.2.12 of
[14], for each index 0 < i ≤ n + k, there is a weak equivalence C(T B̂i, T ∂B̂i)
Γ →
ΣC(T B̂i−1, T ∂B̂i−1)
Γ. This gives inductively a sequence of equivalences
C(T B̂, T∂B̂;Y)Γ
≃
−−→ Σn+k−1C(T B̂1, T ∂B̂1)
Γ
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and eventually C(T B̂1, T ∂B̂1)
Γ ≃ ΣC(T B̂0)Γ ≃ Σ2GΓp (point)
Γ. The composition
gives the needed equivalence.
We are ready to argue that Ψ′′ is a weak equivalence.
We have established that ψ1 ◦ α′′0 ◦ α
′
0 and γ are weak equivalences. It remains
to examine
ψ′′6 ◦ ψ
′′
5 ◦ ψ
′′
2 : K
Γ
i (TB, T∂B;V1)
Γ −→ C(T B̂, T∂B̂;Y)Γ.
From the excision computations at each stage in the composition, this map is
the (n + k + 1)-fold suspension of the Cartan weak equivalence κ : KΓi (point)
Γ →
GΓp (point)
Γ from Theorem 2.5.5. We conclude that ψ′′6 ◦ ψ
′′
5 ◦ ψ
′′
2 and, finally, Ψ
′′
are equivalences.
To recapitulate: by Theorem 5.2.4, the composition φ is an equivalence, therefore
the canonical map ρ from Theorem 5.1.2 is a split injection, in conjunction with
being a splitting of an injection. This verifies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5.5. Suppose Γ is a geometrically finite group and suppose the canon-
ical map ρ : K−∞(Γ, R)Γ → K−∞(Γ, R)hΓ is a splitting of the integral K-theoretic
assembly map a(Γ, R) : h(BΓ,K−∞(R))→ K−∞(R[Γ]). If Γ has the property that
the Cartan map κ is an equivalence whenever R is a regular Noetherian ring with
finite homological dimension, then a(Γ, R) is, in fact, an equivalence.
The Novikov Conjecture in K-theory for geometrically finite groups of finite
asymptotic dimension is verified in [12] by showing that ρ(Γ, R) is a splitting of
a(Γ, R) in that case. The second property was verified for these groups in [11, 15].
This gives our Main Theorem.
Theorem 5.5.6. Suppose Γ is a geometrically finite group of finite asymptotic di-
mension and suppose R is a regular Noetherian ring of finite homological dimension,
then the integral K-theoretic assembly map a(Γ, R) is a weak equivalence.
5.6. Concluding Remarks.
Remark 5.6.1. There is a useful point of view on the Main Theorem. One of the
goals in our paper [13] was to define and study the assembly map in G-theory using
the methods that were successful in K-theory [9, 12]. This is a map of the type
aG : BΓ+ ∧G
−∞(R) −→ G−∞(R[Γ]).
Here, since we assume R is a Noetherian ring, G−∞(R) is the standard G-theory
of R. In the case R is regular, it is equivalent to the K-theory of R.
This shows that there is an option to avoid reference to the K-theoretic assembly
map in the proof of the Main Theorem in section 5.1 and instead prove aG-theoretic
theorem.
Theorem A. If Γ is a geometrically finite group and R is a Noetherian ring then
the canonical map ρG : G
−∞(Γ, R)Γ → G−∞(Γ, R)hΓ is a split injection. In the
case when Γ has finite asymptotic dimension, this map can be viewed as a splitting
of the G-theoretic assembly map aG. Therefore, aG is an equivalence.
The connection with the K-theoretic result in this paper is established through
the main result of [15] which shows that groups of finite asymptotic dimension are
weakly regular Noetherian, that is for any regular Noetherian ring R of finite homo-
logical dimension all R[Γ]-modules in B(R[Γ]) have finite homological dimension.
From Quillen’s Resolution Theorem one has the following result.
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Theorem B. If Γ is a weakly regular Noetherian group and R has finite homological
dimension, the Cartan map κ : K−∞(R[Γ])→ G−∞(R[Γ]) is a weak equivalence.
The combination of Theorems A and B and the commutative square
h(BΓ,K−∞(R))
≃

aK // K−∞(R[Γ])
≃ κ

h(BΓ, G−∞(R))
aG
≃
// G−∞(R[Γ])
proves our Main Theorem.
The value in this separation into two theorems is that Theorem A is essentially
topological while Theorem B is combinatorial.
Remark 5.6.2. This is a good place to clarify one misconception that we had to
address since the appearance of first drafts of [13]. It has to do with the notion
of bounded bicontrol introduced in [13] as opposed to bounded control. A map
between lean, strictly insular, locally finite R-modules can be bounded without
being bicontrolled.
Let us go back to W. Lu¨ck’s example mentioned in Remark 5.6.1. The fact that
[C] = 0 in G0(C[Z]) follows from the exact sequence
0 −→ C[Z]
s−id
−−−−→ C[Z] −→ C −→ 0
where s a generator of Z. Let’s take s = 1 for instance. By contrast, this sequence
is not exact in B(C[Z]) because s− id is bounded but not boundedly bicontrolled,
which is required of admissible monomorphisms. Indeed, in the category B(C[Z])
the group ring C[Z] is a free geometric C-module F parametrized over Z with Z-
filtration F (S) =
⊕
n∈S C. Given any integral interval [a, b] in Z, the image of
1a + ...+ 1b is −1a + 1b+1. As s− 1 is injective and
−1a + 1b+1 ∈ C[Z]({a} ∪ {b+ 1}),
we see that if −1a + 1b+1 ∈ (s− 1)F (T ) for T ⊂ Z then [a, b] ⊂ T . Since b− a can
be chosen arbitrarily large, this shows that s− 1 is not bicontrolled.
Remark 5.6.3. We want to underscore the need for controlled G-theory and the
spectrum C in this argument. The basic fact is that the usual in controlled algebra
Karoubi filtration techniques are no longer sufficient for the localization and excision
needed in the final stages of the proof.
Coarse bounded actions are the essential feature. The fixed points of coarse
actions are represented by categories of parametrized modules that are no longer
free in the very strong sense of Remark 2.4.5. This is just one feature of the
K-theory KΓ used in the normal bundle N˜ factor direction that is not of type
KΓ,0. What has become clear is that the fixed points of the theory KΓ don’t have
sufficient excision properties. The passage to controlled G-theory and localization
with respect to Grothendieck subcategories repairs this flaw. It is this passage and
the resulting need to relate G-theory back to K-theory that makes necessary the
geometric and algebraic conditions in the Main Theorem.
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Appendix A. Proper Spanier-Whitehead Duality
A.1. Homotopy Theoretic Preliminaries. We will be performing a number of
constructions involving homotopy limits and colimits. Let C be a category, and let
F : C → s.Sets be a functor into the category of simplicial sets. Then recall that
Bousfield and Kan [7] define the notions of homotopy colimit and limit
hocolim
−−−−→
C
F and holim
←−−−−
C
F
as the total spaces of simplicial (respectively cosimplicial) objects in the category
of simplicial sets. If F : C → Top, where Top denotes the category of topological
spaces, we define the homotopy colimits and limits by the formulas
hocolim
−−−−→
C
F = | hocolim
−−−−→
C
S. ◦ F |, holim
←−−−−
C
F = | holim
←−−−−
C
S. ◦ F |,
where | | denotes geometric realization and where S. : Top→ s.Sets denotes the
singular complex functor.
Proposition A.1.1. Let F , G : C→ s.Sets or Top be functors, and suppose that
N : F → G is a natural transformation. Then N induces maps
N∗ : hocolim
−−−−→
C
F −→ hocolim
−−−−→
C
G,
N∗ : holim
←−−−−
C
F −→ holim
←−−−−
C
G
Suppose F : D → s.Sets (or Top) is a functor, and that f : C → D is a functor.
Then f induces a natural map
f∗ : holim
←−−−−
D
F −→ holim
←−−−−
C
F ◦ f.
It will be useful to have criteria which guarantee that these maps are weak
equivalences.
Proposition A.1.2. Let F , G : C → s.Sets or Top, and suppose N : F → G is a
natural transformation, so that N(c) : F (c)→ G(c) is a weak equivalence for every
object c of C. Then the maps of homotopy limits and colimits induced by N as in
Proposition A.1.1 are weak equivalences.
In order to study the maps f∗, we will need some terminology. Let f : C→ D be
a functor, and let x be an object in D. Then the category f ↓ x has as objects the
collection of pairs (z, θ), where z is an object in C and θ : f(z)→ x is a morphism
in D. A morphism from (z, θ) to (z′, θ′) in f ↓ x is a morphism ϕ : z → z′ so that
θ′ ◦ ϕ = θ. We also recall the nerve construction, which associates to any category
a simplicial set, in such a way that functors induce maps of nerves and natural
transformations induce homotopies between maps.
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Proposition A.1.3. Let C and D be categories, and let F : D → s.Sets or Top
and f : C → D be functors. If F takes values in s.Sets, we assume that F (x) is a
Kan complex for every object x in D. Suppose further that for every object x in D,
the nerve of the category f ↓ x is weakly contractible. Then
f∗ : holim
←−−−−
D
F −→ holim
←−−−−
C
F ◦ f
is also a weak equivalence.
In view of the preceding proposition, it will also be useful to have criteria which
guarantee the weak contractibility of the nerve of a category. Here is a very useful
one.
Definition A.1.4. A category C is left filtering if the following two conditions hold.
• For every pair of objects x and y in C, there is an object z in C and there
are morphisms u : z → x and v : z → y in C.
• If u, v : x → y are morphisms in C, then there is an object z in C and a
morphism w : z → x so that uw = vw
These conditions hold, in particular, when C has an initial object.
Proposition A.1.5. The nerve of a left filtering category is weakly contractible.
We recall the notions of cofibre (or equivalently, fibre) sequences of spectra, as
well as maps of spectra, homotopy groups of spectra, and weak equivalences of
spectra.
When we speak of spectra, we will be referring to the Ω-spectra, that is, families
{Xi, σi}i≥0, where Xi is a based topological space and where σi : Xi → ΩXi+1
is a based homotopy equivalence. A prespectrum will be a family of this type
but without the requirement that the map σi be a homotopy equivalence. Let
S = {Si, σi}i≥0 be a spectrum, and let X be a based topological space. We can then
form the prespectrum X ∧ S = {X ∧ Si, id∧σi}. There is a canonical construction
which constructs for any prespectrum an associated spectrum, in a way which is
functorial and which produces a weakly equivalent spectrum when applied to a
spectrum. We apply this construction to X ∧ S to obtain a spectrum which is
denoted by h(X, S) and refer to as the homology spectrum of X with coefficients
in S.
Proposition A.1.6. The functor X → π∗(h(X, S)) is a generalized homology the-
ory in X. In particular, cofibre sequences induce fibre sequences of spectra and
hence long exact sequences of homotopy groups. Further, if X and Y are based
spaces, we have a natural transformation
h(X,h(Y, S)) −→ h(X ∧ Y, S)
which is an equivalence when X = S0.
Again, let X be a based space and S = {Si, σi} be a spectrum. Then we de-
fine the function spectrum F (X, S) to be the family {F (X,Si), F (idX , σi)}. Here,
F (X,Si) denotes the space of based continuous maps from X to Si, in the com-
pact open topology. Now F ( , S) is a contravariant functor from based spaces
to the category of spectra Spectra. The function spectrum is referred to as the
cohomology spectrum of X with coefficients in S.
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Proposition A.1.7. The functor X 7→ π∗(F (X, S) is a generalized cohomology
theory. In particular, cofibration sequences in the variable X induce fibre sequences
on F (X, S) and hence long exact sequences on π∗(F (X, S)). There is also a natural
transformation
ν : h(F (X,Y ), S) −→ F (X,h(Y, S))
where X and Y are based spaces and F (X,Y ) denotes the space of based maps
from X to Y equipped with the compact open topology. This transformation is
a weak equivalence of spectra when X = S0. In addition, the function spectrum
construction has the property that the “adjoint” natural transformation
F (h(X,h(Y, S)), T ) −→ F (h(Y, S), F (X,T ))
is a weak equivalence of spectra for all based spaces X and Y and all spectra S.
The homotopy colimit and limit constructions introduced above also apply to
spectra.
Definition A.1.8. Let F : C→ Spectra be a functor, so we have functors Fi : C→
Top∗ (the category of based topological spaces and based maps) and natural trans-
formations Σi : Fi → ΩFi+1 so that for each object c in C, {Fi(c),Σi(c)} forms a
spectrum. We can then construct the homotopy limits holimFi and the maps
si : holim
←−−−−
C
Fi
Σi(c)∗
−−−−→ holim
←−−−−
C
ΩFi+1
≃
−→ Ωholim
←−−−−
C
Fi+1
so that {holim
←−−−−
C
Fi, si}i≥0 is now a spectrum, which we write as holim
←−−−−
C
F and refer to
as the homotopy limit spectrum. Similarly, we can construct the spaces hocolimFi,
and the maps
si : hocolim
−−−−→
C
Fi
Σi∗−−→ hocolim
−−−−→
C
ΩFi −→ Ωhocolim
−−−−→
C
Fi.
Now {hocolim
−−−−→
C
Fi, si}i≥0 is a prespectrum. The spectrum associated functorially to
this prespectrum will be referred to as the homotopy colimit spectrum of F , and
will be written hocolim
−−−−→
C
F .
Proposition A.1.9. The spectrum homotopy colimits and limits have exactly the
same functoriality properties as the corresponding space level constructions. More-
over, the criteria in Propositions A.1.2 and A.1.3 apply to the spectrum level con-
structions. In addition, consider a sequence F → G → H of spectrum valued
functors on C where the arrows are natural transformations. We say the sequence
is a cofibre (or fibre) sequence if it is a cofibre sequence for any given object of
C. Cofibre sequences of functors induce cofibre sequences of homotopy limits or
colimits.
Finally, we recall that a simplicial object in Spectra is called a simplicial spec-
trum. One can form the geometric realization of a simplicial spectrum by first
applying the realization construction to each space in the spectrum, to obtain a
prespectrum, and then functorially associating to that prespectrum a spectrum.
Proposition A.1.10. Let S. and T. be simplicial spectra, and let f : S.→ T. be a
map of simplicial spectra so that fk : Sk → Tk is a weak equivalence for each k ≥ 0.
Then the induced map |S.| → |T.| is a weak equivalence of spectra.
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A.2. Review of S-duality for Compact Manifolds with Boundary. Classical
S-duality tells us that if X is a based finite complex and S is a spectrum, then the
function spectrum F (X, S) can be described as an appropriate desuspension of
h(Z, S) for some based finite complex Z. When X is a compact smooth manifold
with boundary, one obtains a particularly nice description of the complex Z in
terms of the Thom complex of the normal bundle to a smooth embedding of X in a
Euclidean space. We will eventually generalize this result to noncompact manifolds,
but first we want to state the result for compact manifolds with boundary in a form
we can use in later proofs.
Let (Xn, ∂Xn) be a compact smooth manifold with boundary and let ξ → X
be a vector bundle equipped with a trivialization from ξ ⊕ τX to εm, where m =
n + dim(ξ), and where τX denotes the tangent bundle to the manifold X . Equip
ξ and X with a Riemannian metric, and let D(ξ) and S(ξ) denote the unit disk
and sphere bundles in ξ, respectively. Let s : X → D(ξ) denote the zero section,
and let e : X → D(ξ) ×X be the embedding s× id, with the image denoted by Σ.
Equip D(ξ) ×X with the product Riemannian metric. For ε < 1 and sufficiently
small, Nε(Σ), the closed ε-neighborhood of Σ, is canonically diffeomorphic to the
total space of a disk bundle in ξ⊕ τX . This means that if we let ∂Nε(Σ) be the set
of points a distance exactly ε from Σ, we get a composite
λ :
D(ξ)×X
D(ξ)×X − intNε(Σ)
≃
Nε(Σ)
∂Nε(Σ)
α
−→
D(ξ ⊕ τX)
S(ξ ⊕ τX)
β
−→
D(εm)
S(εm)
γ
−→ Sm
where α is the identification from the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem, β is induced
by the trivialization of ξ ⊕ τX , and γ is the projection
D(εm)
S(εm)
≃
X ×Dm
X × Sm−1
−→
Dm
Sm−1
.
Now consider the composite
D(ξ)× (X −Nε(∂X)) −→
D(ξ)×X
D(ξ)×X − intNε(Σ)
λ
−→ Sm.
This composite has an adjoint map
ϕ : D(ξ) −→ F
(
(X −Nε(∂X))+, S
m
)
,
where the subscript + denotes the addition of a disjoint basepoint. (This has the
effect of producing the “unbased” mapping space.) We claim that the restriction of
ϕ to S(ξ)∪D(ξ|∂X) is trivial. To see this, we note first that points in S(ξ) are at a
distance 1 from the image of s, which means that in the product D(ξ)×X , points of
S(ξ)×X are a distance one from Σ. Since ε < 1, we have that S(ξ)×X∩Nε(Σ) = ∅,
so S(ξ) ⊂ D(ξ)×(X− intNε(Σ)), and hence S(ξ)×X maps trivially under λ. From
the definition of the adjoint, it follows that S(ξ) maps trivially under ϕ. To examine
where D(ξ|∂X) is mapped under ϕ, we claim that
D(ξ|∂X)× (X − intNε(∂X)) ∩Nε(Σ) = ∅.
We note that any point in Σ ∩D(ξ|∂X) has second coordinate in ∂X . Hence it is
a distance at least ε from D(ξ|∂X)× (X − intNε(∂X)). This means that
D(ξ|∂X)× (X − intNε(∂X)) ⊂ D(ξ)×X − intNε(Σ),
soD(ξ|∂X)×(X−intNε(∂X)) maps trivially under λ. The definition of the adjoint
now tells us that D(ξ|∂X) maps trivially under ϕ. The conclusion is that we obtain
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a map
D(ξ)
S(ξ) ∪D(ξ|∂X)
−→ F ((X −Nε(∂X))+, S
m).
Since ε is chosen so that the inclusion X−Nε(∂X) ⊂ X is a homotopy equivalence,
we in fact have determined a map
ϕ :
D(ξ)
S(ξ) ∪D(ξ|∂X)
−→ F (X+, S
m).
Now, let S = {Si, σi}i≥0 be a spectrum. We define ϕ̂ to be the composite
h
(
D(ξ)
S(ξ) ∪D(ξ|∂X)
; S
)
h(ϕ,S)
−−−−→ h(F (X+, S
m); S)
ν
−→ F (X+, h(S
m, S))
Standard Spanier–Whitehead duality theory shows easily that this composite is a
weak equivalence of spectra.
A.3. Locally Finite Homology with Coefficients in a Spectrum. The goal
in this paper is the development of a version of the duality theory which holds for
noncompact manifolds. A key ingredient in that version is locally finite homology,
which we will now develop in a form which is suitable for proving a duality theorem.
Locally finite homology was also developed in [9], in a form which is suitable for
defining assembly maps. We will prove later that these two versions agree, at least
for locally finite simplicial complexes.
For any space X , let C(X) denote the partially ordered set of closed subsets
U of X so that X − U is relatively compact, i.e. so that the closure of X − U
is compact. Note that if f : X → Y is a proper map, then we have a functor
f∗ : C(Y ) → C(X) given on objects by f∗U = f−1U . The behavior of f∗ on
morphisms is forced since there is at most one morphism between any pair of
objects in C(X). We must still show that f−1U ∈ C(X). This means we must
show that X − f−1U is relatively compact, i.e. that the closure cl(X − f−1U) is
compact. But X − f−1U = f−1(Y − U), so
cl(X − f−1U) = cl f−1(Y − U) ⊂ f−1(cl(Y − U)).
Since U ∈ C(Y ), cl(Y − U) is compact, and since f is proper, so is f−1(cl(Y − U)).
But now cl f−1(Y − U) is a closed subset of the compact set f−1(cl(Y − U)), hence
it too is compact. We have now defined f∗.
Definition A.3.1. Let S be a spectrum, and X a topological space. Then we
define a functor ΦXS : C(X)→ Spectra by Φ
X
S = h(X/U, S). We now define
hlf(X, S) = holim
←−−−−
C(X)
ΦXS .
This assignment of a spectrum to a space is functorial for proper maps. The induced
map hlf(f, S) is defined to be the composite
holim
←−−−−
C(X)
ΦXS
(a)
−−→ holim
←−−−−
C(Y )
ΦXS ◦ f
∗ (b)−−→ holim
←−−−−
C(Y )
ΦYS
The map (a) is the usual pullback map of homotopy inverse limits along a functor of
the parameter categories. The map (b) is N∗, where N : Φ
X
S ◦f
∗ → ΦYS is a natural
transformation which we describe as follows: ΦXS ◦f
∗(U) is given by h(X/f−1U, S),
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and ΦYS (U) is given by h(Y/U, S), while N(U) is the map of spectra h(α, S), where
α : X/f−1U → Y/U is the evident map induced by f .
Locally finite homology admits a second form of functoriality. Suppose that we
have an open embedding i : X →֒ E, where E (and therefore also X) is a Hausdorff
space.
Proposition A.3.2. Suppose U ⊂ X is a relatively compact open set. Then U is
relatively compact when viewed as a subset of E as well.
Proof. Let clX(U) and clE(U) denote the closures of U inX andE, respectively. We
claim clX(U) = clE(U). For, clX(U) is compact by hypothesis, hence it is already
closed as a subset of E, so clE(U) ⊂ clX(U), which is the required result. 
So, if U ⊂ X is a closed subset with relatively compact complement, then U ∪
(X − E) has open and relatively compact complement in E. This means that we
obtain a functor i∗ : C(X)→ C(E), and consequently a composite map
holim
←−−−−
U∈C(E)
h(E/U, S) −→ holim
←−−−−
U∈C(X)
h(E/U ∪ E −X, S) ≃ holim
←−−−−
U∈C(X)
h(X/U, S)
which we also call i∗ : h
lf(E, S)→ hlf(X, S).
A.4. S-duality Map in the Noncompact Case. Earlier we reviewed the S-
duality theory for smooth manifolds with boundary. The S-duality equivalence
had as its domain the homology of the boundary of the disk bundle of the stable
normal bundle to the manifold X with coefficients in a spectrum S, and as its
target the function spectrum of maps from X into a suspension of S. For non-
compact manifolds, some changes have to be made. There are two avenues, one
involves modifying the function spectrum by replacing it by ”cohomology with
compact supports of X with coefficients in S”, and the other involves replacing the
homology spectrum with locally finite homology. We will carry out the second of
these two options. Also, since we will only need the case of framed manifolds, which
is somewhat simpler to develop, we will only develop the theory in that case.
We begin by considering a construction on framed smooth manifolds. Let Mm
be a framed smooth manifold, let τ = τM denote its tangent bundle, let D = D(τ)
and S = S(τ) denote closed unit disk and sphere bundles in τ associated to some
positive definite metric on τ . This metric of course is a Riemannian metric on
M . Let ∆: M → M ×M be the diagonal inclusion, and equip M ×M with the
product of two copies of the metric we have given to M . Let N be the closure of
any tubular neighborhood of the image of ∆ obtained by applying the exponential
map to the tangent space of M ×M along ∆. Since the neighborhood is defined
using the exponential map, we are now given a specific diffeomorphism of pairs
θ : (N, ∂N)→ (D,S) so that the composite
M
∆
−−→ N
θ
−−→ D
π
−−→M
is the identity, and so that θ ◦∆ identifies M with the image of the zero section in
D. We now define a map λ : M ×M → Sm as follows. Since M is framed, we are
given a specific identification
ε : (D,S) −→ (M ×Dm,M × Sm−1)
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where Dm and Sm−1 denote the unit disk and unit sphere in m-dimensional Eu-
clidean space. We now have a projection
p : M ×Dm/M × Sm−1 −→ Dm/Sm−1 ≃ Sm.
The map λ is defined to be the composite
M ×M −→
M ×M
M ×M − intN
≃
−−→
N
∂N
θ
−−→
D
S
≃
M ×Dm
M × Sm−1
p
−−→ Sm
Since Sm is described as Dm/Sm−1, we also define Sm(ε) to be Dmε /S
m−1
ε , where
Dmε denotes the closed ball of radius ε within D
m, and Sm−1ε is the sphere of radius
ε. We have an evident collapse map Sm → Sm(ε), and more generally if 1 ≥ ε ≥ ε′
we have a collapse map Sm(ε) → Sm(ε′). Of course, Sm = Sm(1). We also let
N(ε) = λ−1(Dmε ), and we have commutative diagrams
M ×M
M ×M − intN(ε)
λε //
collapse

Sm(ε)
M ×M
M ×M − intN(ε′)
λε′ // Sm(ε′)
where λε is the composite
M ×M
M ×M − intN(ε)
−→
D(ε)
S(ε)
−→
M ×Dmε
M × Sm−1ε
−→
Dmε
Sm−1ε
.
We now define a category CM associated to this situation. The objects in CM are
pairs (U, V ), where U ⊂M is a closed subset so that M − U is relatively compact,
and where V is a compact subset of M , so that U × V ⊂ M ×M − intN . There
is a unique morphism from (U, V ) to (U ′, V ′) if and only if U ⊂ U ′ and V ⊇ V ′.
For any topological space Y , let K(Y ) denote the category whose objects are the
compact subsets of Y , and where there is a unique morphism from U to V in K(Y )
if and only if U ⊂ V . For any spectrum S, we define a functor
ΨYS : K(Y )
op −→ Spectra
on objects by setting ΨYS (U) = F (U+, S), where F (−, S) was defined above. For
any U ⊂ V , ΨYS (U ⊂ V ) is defined to be the restriction map F (V, S) → F (U, S).
Note that we have a natural map
ηY : F (Y, S) −→ holim
←−−−−
K(Y )op
ΨYS ,
induced by the restriction maps F (Y, S)→ F (U, S) for any U ∈ K(Y ).
Proposition A.4.1. Let Y be a connected smooth manifold. Then ηY is an equiv-
alence of spectra.
Proof. As follows from the definition of homotopy inverse limits,
holim
←−−−−
K(Y )op
ΨYS = F
hocolim
−−−−→
U∈K(Y )
U, S
 .
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The map ηY is also induced by the natural map
hocolim
−−−−→
U∈K(Y )
U −→ Y
induced by the inclusions U → Y . Consequently, for spaces Y so that this map is
a homotopy equivalence, the result will hold. But, if Y is a smooth manifold, it
admits a metric in which all balls are compact. One readily checks that for a point
y ∈ Y , the evident map
hocolim
−−−−→
n
Bn(y) −→ hocolim
−−−−→
K(Y )
ΨYS
is a homotopy equivalence, and that the map
hocolim
−−−−→
n
Bn(y) −→ Y
is also a homotopy equivalence. This gives the required result. 
We have two functors π1 : CM → C(M) and π2 : CM → K(M)op given by
π1(U, V ) = U and π2(U, V ) = V . We obtain standard pullback maps of homo-
topy inverse limits
j1 : h
lf(M, S)
≃
−−→ holim
←−−−−
C(M)
ΦMS
π∗1−−−→ holim
←−−−−
CM
ΦMS ◦ π
∗
1
and
j2 : holim
←−−−−
K(M)op
ΨMS −→ holim
←−−−−
CM
ΨMS ◦ π
∗
2
Proposition A.4.2. Both j1 and j2 are weak equivalences of spectra.
Proof. We use the criterion in A.1.3, which means that we must now show that the
nerves of the categories π1 ↓U and π2 ↓V are weakly contractible for all U ∈ C(M)
and V ∈ K(M)op. But this is immediate, since π1 ↓ U and π2 ↓ V are left filtering
partially ordered sets. We conclude that
holim
←−−−−
CM
ΦMS ◦ π
∗
1 ≃ h
lf(M, S)
and
holim
←−−−−
CM
ΨMS ◦ π
∗
2 ≃ F (M, S)
are weak equivalences. 
We now define a natural transformation NM from Φ
M
S ◦ π
∗
1 to Ψ
M
S ◦ π
∗
2 .
Definition A.4.3. For any object (U, V ) in CM , we define a map of spectra
NM (U, V ) : Φ
M
S ◦ π
∗
1(U, V ) −→ Ψ
M
h(Sm,S) ◦ π
∗
2(U, V ),
where M is a framed manifold of dimension m, as follows. Since
ΦMS ◦ π
∗
1(U, V ) = h(M/U, S)
and
ΨMh(Sm,S) ◦ π
∗
2(U, V ) = F (V+, h(S
m, S),
we will need to define a map h(M/U, S)→ F (V+, h(Sm, S)). By Proposition A.1.7
this is equivalent to constructing a map of spectra h(V+, h(M/U, S)) → h(S
m, S),
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where as before V+ denotes V with a disjoint basepont added. Since by Proposition
A.1.6, h(V+, h(M/U, S)) ≃ h(V+ ∧M/U, S), we must produce a map from
h(V+ ∧M/U, S) = h(V ×M/V × U, S)
to h(Sm, S). In order to do this, it suffices to specify a map
µ : V ×M/V × U −→ Sm.
As a map from V ×M to Sm, µ is the restriction of λ to V ×M . Since V ×U lies
in the complement of intN , by the definition of CM , V ×U goes to the base point
under λ, and so the restriction of λ to V ×M induces a map from V ×M/V × U
to Sm, which is µ. One readily checks that we get a natural transformation NM
this way. The induced map N∗ on homotopy inverse limits gives us a map
NM∗ : h
lf(M, S) −→ F (M,h(Sm, S)) = F (M,ΣmS).
The map NM∗ has a useful relationship with the “wrong way” maps i∗ we con-
structed earlier.
Proposition A.4.4. Let Mm be a smooth framed manifold, and suppose i : M ′ ⊂
M is an open embedding of a submanifold. Then M ′ is then equipped with a framing
by restriction of the framing on M , and the diagram
hlf(M, S)
NM∗ //
i∗

F (M,ΣmS)
restriction

hlf(M ′, S)
NM∗ // F (M ′,ΣmS)
commutes.
Proof. Straightforward. 
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem A.4.5. The map NM∗ is a weak equivalence of spectra for a framed
smooth manifold M .
Proof. We first outline the strategy of the proof. We will construct additional left
filtered categories C˜M and E, together with inclusion functors i : CM → C˜M and
j : E → C˜M . Further, we have functors π˜1 : C˜M → C(M) and πE1 : E → C(M) so
that the diagram
(A) CM
i //
π1
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
C˜M
π˜1

E
j
oo
πE1}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④
C(M)
commutes. Further, we will construct a category K˜(M)op, for which there is an in-
clusion h : K(M)op →֒ K˜(M)op, and so that there are functors π˜2 : C˜M → K˜(M)
op
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and πE2 : C˜M → K˜(M)
op so that the diagram
(B) CM
i //
π2

C˜M
π˜2

E
j
oo
πE2

K(M)op
h // K˜(M)op K˜(M)op
idoo
commutes. Also, there is a functor
Ψ˜MS : K˜(M)
op −→ Spectra
so that Ψ˜MS ◦ h = Ψ
M
S . In addition, there are natural transformations
N˜ : ΦMS ◦ π˜2 −→ Ψ˜
M
S ◦ π˜2
and
NE : ΦMS ◦ π
E
2 −→ Ψ˜
M
S ◦ π
E
2
so that for any object x in CM , i(N(x)) = N˜(I(x)), and for any object e in E,
j(NE(e)) = N˜(j(e)). All these data now give us a commutative diagram of spectra
(C) holim
←−−−−
CM
ΦMS ◦ π1
NM∗

holim
←−−−−
C˜M
ΦMS ◦ π˜1
i∗oo
N˜∗

j∗
// holim
←−−−−
E
ΦMS ◦ π
E
1
(NE)∗

holim
←−−−−
CM
ΨMS ◦ π2 holim←−−−−
C˜M
Ψ˜MS ◦ π˜2
i∗oo
j∗
// holim
←−−−−
E
Ψ˜MS ◦ π
E
2
where the horizontal maps are all restriction or pullback maps of homotopy inverse
limits. We would like to show that NM∗ is a weak equivalence of spectra. The strat-
egy will be to prove that all the horizontal arrows and (NE)∗ are weak equivalences,
which will clearly establish the result.
We will now define all the categories, functors, and natural transformations
involved in the diagram.
K˜(M)op: the objects of this category are pairs (ε, V ), where ε is a real number,
with 0 < ε ≤ 1, and V is a compact subset ofM . The set of objects admits a
partial ordering, given by (ε, V ) ≤ (ε′, V ′) if and only if ε ≥ ε′ and V ⊇ V ′.
h: this functor is determined by its behavior on objects, which is given by
h(V ) = (1, V ).
Ψ˜
M
S : this is a functor from K˜(M)
op to spectra. It is given on objects by
Ψ˜
M
S (ε, V ) = F (V+, h(S
m(ε), S).
On morphisms, Ψ˜
M
S
(
(ε, V ) ≤ ε′, V ′)
)
is the composite
F
(
V+, h(S
m(ε), S
) (i)
−→ F
(
V ′+, h(S
m(ε), S
) (ii)
−−→ F
(
V ′+, h(S
m(ε′), S
)
where (i) is the restriction map along the inclusion V ′+ →֒ V+ and where
(ii) is induced by the collapse Sm(ε)→ Sm(ε′).
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C˜M : the objects of C˜M are triples (ε, U, V ), where ε ∈ (0, 1], U ⊂ M has
relatively compact complement, V ⊂M is compact, and U×V ∩intN(ε) =
∅. The morphisms are specified by a partial ordering ≤, given by setting
(ε, U, V ) ≤ (ε′, U ′, V ′) if and only if ε ≥ ε′, U ⊂ U ′, and V ⊇ V ′.
π˜1: this is the projection π˜1(ε, U, V ) = U .
π˜2: this is the projection π˜2(ε, U, V ) = (ε, V ).
N˜ : this is a natural transformation from the functor ΦMS ◦π˜1 to Ψ˜
M
S ◦π˜2. Now
ΦMS ◦π˜1(ε, U, V ) = h(M/U, S), and Ψ˜
M
S (ε, U, V ) = F (V+, h(S
m(ε), S). We
must therefore produce a map
θ : h(M/U, S) −→ F (V+, h(S
m(ε),S).
We first define the map ϕ : M × V /U × V → Sm(ε) by requiring that it be
induced by the composite
M × V −→M ×M −→
M ×M
M ×M − intN
λε−−−→ Sm(ε)
Since U × V ⊂M ×M − intN(ε), this map induces a map
ϕ : M × V /U × V −→ Sm(ε).
Now, M × V /U × V ≃ M/U ∧ V+. Using F to denote a function space
rather than a function spectrum, we obtain the adjoint map ad(ϕ) : M/U →
F (V+, S
m(ε)). Now θ is defined to be the composite
h(M/U, S)
h(ad(ϕ),S)
−−−−−−−→ h(F (V+, S
m(ε)), S)
ν
−→ F (V+, h(S
m(ε), S)
where ν was defined earlier. θ is readily checked to be a natural transfor-
mation and defines N˜ .
E: this is the category associated to a partial ordering on the set of half
integers. This partial ordering is specified by the requirements that n ≤
n+ 12 and n+1 ≤ n+
1
2 , for n an integer, and that all other pairs of distinct
elements are incomparable. A picture of a piece of this category is
1
2
3
2
5
2
7
2
0
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
1
^^❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
2
^^❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
3
^^❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
4
^^❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
j: this is a functor from E to C˜M . To define it, we first note that as a con-
sequence of the Whitney Embedding Theorem, there is a proper smooth
map f : M → [0,+∞). From Sard’s Theorem, it follows that there is a
sequence of values {Rn}n≥0, with Rn ≤ Rn+1, and limn→∞Rn = +∞, so
that f−1([0, Rn]) is a compact manifold of M of dimension m − 1. Con-
sequently, f−1([0, Rn]) is a compact manifold with boundary, which we’ll
denote by (Mn, ∂Mn), and
M =
⋃
n≥0
Mn.
Because of the existence of a collared neighborhood of ∂Mn in each case,
there is a number εn, with 0 < εn ≤ 1, so that the inclusion Mn −
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Nεn(∂Mn)→Mn is a homotopy equivalence, and so that
∂Mn × (Mn −Nεn(∂Mn)) ∩ intN(εn) = ∅.
We can clearly choose the numbers εn so that εn+1 ≤ εn and so that
Mn −Nεn(∂Mn) ⊂Mn+1 −Nεn+1(∂Mn+1).
We are now in a position to define j; it suffices to define it on objects, by
setting
j(n) = (εn,M − intMn,Mn −Nεn(∂Mn)),
j(n+ 12 ) = (εn+1,M − intMn,Mn −Nεn(∂Mn)).
It is now easy to see that j defines a functor; j(n → n + 12 ) is the arrow
j(n)→ j(n+ 12 ) corresponding to the fact that εn+1 ≤ εn, and j(n+ 1→
n+ 12 ) is the arrow j(n+ 1)→ j(n+
1
2 ) which exists since
intMn+1 ⊇ intMn,
Mn+1 −Nεn+1(∂Mn+1) ⊇Mn −Nεn(∂Mn).
πE1 : it is defined to be π˜1 ◦ i. So, on objects, we get
πE1 (n) = h(M − intMn, S),
πE1
(
n+ 12
)
= h(M − intMn, S).
πE2 : it is defined to be π˜2 ◦ i. So, on objects,
πE2 = (εn,Mn − intNεn(∂Mn)),
πE2
(
n+ 12
)
= (εn+1,Mn − intNεn(∂Mn)).
NE: this is the natural transformation determined by the requirement that
j(NE(e)) = N˜(j(e)).
Its definition is therefore identical to that given in the definition of N˜ ,
except that it is restricted to the objects in the image of j.
We have now defined all the terms which are necessary for constructing the
diagram. Let’s first prove that the upper horizontal arrows in diagram (C) are weak
equivalences. Since all the spectrum valued functors in the top row are pullbacks
of ΦMS , we have a commutative diagram
holim
←−−−−
CM
ΦMS ◦π1 holim←−−−−
S˜M
ΦMS ◦π˜1
i∗oo
j∗
// holim
←−−−−
E
ΦMS ◦ π
E
1
holim
←−−−−
C(M)
ΦMS
(a)
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
(b)
OO
(c)
99rrrrrrrrrrr
If we can show that arrows (a), (b), and (c) are weak equivalences, then i∗ and j∗
will be equivalences, which is what we want to show. From the criterion in A.1.3,
it will suffice to show that all the categories π1 ↓ x, π˜1 ↓ x, and πE1 have weakly
contractible nerves. But it is easy to check that all the categories π1 ↓ x are left
filtering, so their nerves are weakly contractible.
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To see that (b) is an equivalence, we must show that the categories π˜1 ↓ x have
contractible nerves for all objects x in C(M). Now, let C˜M [ε] denote the full
subcategory on objects of the form (δ, U, V ), with 1 ≥ δ ≥ ε, and let C˜M 〈ε〉
denote the full subcategory on objects of the form (ε, U, V ). We have inclusions
C˜M 〈ε〉 →֒ C˜[ε] →֒ C˜M . Let π˜1[ε] and π˜〈ε〉 denote the restrictions of π˜1 to C˜M [ε]
and C˜〈ε〉, respectively. It is clear that π˜1 ↓ x ≃
⋃
ε π˜1[ε] ↓ x, so to prove that
π˜1 ↓ x has weakly contractible nerve, it suffices to show that π˜1[ε] ↓ x does for
each ε. On the other hand, the assignment (δ, U, V ) → (ε, U, V ) for any δ ≥ ε
defines a functor α from C˜M [ε] to C˜M 〈ε〉, with π˜1 ◦ α = π˜1. This means that α
induces a functor α ↓ x from π˜1[ε] ↓ x to π˜1〈ε〉 ↓ x. Moreover, there is an evident
morphismN(δ, U, V ) : (δ, U, V )→ (ε, U, V ) whenever δ ≥ ε, hence we have a natural
transformation from the identity functor on π˜1[ε]↓x to α↓x. Since functors induce
maps of nerves and natural transformations induce homotopies, it is clear that the
inclusion π˜1〈ε〉 ↓ x →֒ π˜1[ε] ↓ x induces a weak equivalence on nerves. But one sees
readily that π˜1〈ε〉 ↓ x is left filtering, and hence its nerve is contractible.
To see that the nerve of πE1 ↓x is weakly contractible, we proceed like this. x
corresponds to a closed set W in M with relatively compact complement. Let n
be the smallest integer so that M − intMn ⊂ W . Then πE1 ↓x is clearly identified
with the full subcategory of E on the half integers which are greater than or equal
to n, which we denote by E≤n. But the nerve of E≤n can be identified with the
simplicial set corresponding to the triangulation of [n,+∞), whose vertices are the
half integers greater than or equal to n, and where the partial ordering on the vertex
set declares that numbers of the form n + 12 are greater than any integers. Since
[n,+∞) is contractible, we are done, i.e., we have shown that the upper horizontal
arrows in diagram (C) are all weak equivalences.
In order to prove that the lower horizontal arrows in diagram (C) are weak
equivalences, we consider the diagram
holim
←−−−−
CM
ΨMS ◦ π2 holim←−−−−
C˜M
Ψ˜MS ◦ π˜2
i∗oo
j∗
// holim
←−−−−
E
Ψ˜
M
S ◦ π
E
2
holim
←−−−−
K(M)op
ΨMS
(a)
OO
holim
←−−−−
K˜(M)op
Ψ˜
M
S
h∗
oo
(b)
OO
id // holim
←−−−−
K˜(M)op
Ψ˜
M
S
(c)
OO
where (a) denotes pullback along π2, (b) pullback along π˜2, and (c) pullback along
πE2 . To verify that (a) is an equivalence, we must verify that π2 ↓ x has weakly
contractible nerve for all objects x in K(M)op. But one readily sees that π2 ↓ x
is left filtering, hence the result. To show that (b) and (c) are equivalences, one
must verify that π˜2 ↓ x and πE2 ↓x have weakly contractible nerves for all objects
x in K˜(M)op. But here too the categories in question are left filtering, so all the
horizontal arrows in diagram (C) are in fact equivalences. To complete the proof
of the theorem, it remains to show that
(NE)∗ : holim
←−−−−
E
ΦMS ◦ π
E
1 −→ holim
←−−−−
E
Ψ˜MS ◦ π
E
2
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is a weak equivalence. To prove this, it will suffice by A.1.2 to prove that
NE(l) : ΦMS ◦ π
E
1 (l) −→ Ψ˜
M
S ◦ π
E
2 (l)
is a weak equivalence of spectra for all half integers l. Now
ΦMS ◦ π
E
1 (l) ≃ h(M/M − intM, S)
and
Ψ˜MS ◦ π
E
2 (l) = F (Ml −Nεl(∂Ml), h(S(εm), S).
One readily checks that NE(l) is compatible with the map
ϕˆ : h(Ml/∂Ml, S) −→ F (Ml −Nεl(∂Ml), S
m)
defined earlier, in the sense that the diagrams
h(M/M− intMl, S)
NE(l)
// F (Ml −Nεl(∂Ml), h(S
m(εl), S))
h(Ml/∂Ml, S)
OO
ϕ̂
// F (Ml −Nεl(∂Ml), h(S
m, S))
OO
commute and the vertical arrows are weak equivalences. Since ϕˆ is a weak equiva-
lence, so is NE(l). This completes the proof. 
A.5. Equivariant Theory. Suppose a group Γ acts on a manifold X . Then we
have a natural action of Γ on the category C(X). Moreover, suppose that Γ also
acts on the spectrum S. Then we obtain an extension of the functor ΦXS : C(X)→
Spectra to a functor
Φ
X
S : Γ≀C(X) −→ Spectra,
where Γ≀C(X) is the Grothendieck construction, as in [9]. This extension is defined
as follows. Recall that the objects of Γ ≀ C(X) are simply the objects of C(X),
and that a morphism in Γ ≀ C(X) from U to V is a pair (g, ϕ), where g ∈ Γ, and
ϕ : U → gV is a morphism in C(X). The extension is given on objects by
Φ
X
S (U) = Φ
X
S (U) = h(M/U, S),
and on morphisms (g, ϕ), with ϕ : U → gV in C(X), by setting Φ
X
S (g, ϕ) equal to
the composite
h(M/U, S)
h(ϕ,idS)
−−−−−→ h(M/gV, S)
h(g−1,idS)
−−−−−−−→ h(M/V, S)
h(idM/V ,g)
−−−−−−−→ h(M/V, S)
It is easy to check that this action agrees with the action on hlf(X,S) given on
g ∈ Γ by
hlf(X, S)
hlf(g,idS)
−−−−−−→ hlf(X, S)
hlf(idX ,g)
−−−−−−→ hlf(X, S)
In the case where Γ acts freely and proper discontinuously on X , the fixed point
spectrum hlf(X, S)Γ is referred to as the “twisted locally finite homology” spectrum
of X/Γ with coefficients in the Γ-spectrum S.
Next, let us consider the Γ-action on C(X).
Proposition A.5.1. Suppose Γ is a torsion-free group acting freely and proper
discontinuously on the manifold X. Then Γ acts freely on the objects of S(X).
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Proof. Since Γ acts proper discontinuously, the stabilizer of any compact subset
must be a finite subgroup of Γ. Since Γ is torsion-free, this subgroup must be trivial,
which gives the result, since the stabilizer of any object U in S(X) is contained in
the stabilizer of the compact subset cl(X − U). 
Corollary A.5.2. Suppose Γ is as in Proposition A.5.1, and that S is a spectrum
with Γ-action. Then for the associated Γ-action on hlf(X, S), we have that the
natural map hlf(X, S)Γ → hlf(X, S)hΓ is a weak equivalence of spectra.
Proof. This is just I.18 of [9]. 
We also study the map from fixed point set to homotopy fixed set for the spectra
F (X, S). Suppose Γ acts on X , and on the spectrum S. Then we obtain an action
of Γ on F (X, S), by (gf)(x) = g · f(g−1x).
Proposition A.5.3. Suppose Γ acts freely on the manifold X, that X/Γ has the
homotopy type of a CW complex, and that Γ acts of the spectrum S. Then the
natural map F (X, S)Γ → F (X, S)hΓ is a weak equivalence of spectra.
Proof. Since X/Γ has the homotopy type of a CW-complex, X has the homotopy
type of a Γ-CW complex. By using the skeletal filtration of the equivalent Γ-CW
complex, we can reduce to the case where X = Γ, viewed as a discrete space. In
this case, it is clear that both F (Γ, S)Γand F (Γ, S)hΓ are equivalent to S which gives
the result. 
Next, we consider the equivariance of the Spanier–Whitehead duality map. Let
Mm be an equivariantly framed smooth manifold with proper discontinuous and free
Γ-action. Then insideM×M (equipped with diagonal Γ-action), the neighborhood
N used to construct the duality map may be chosen to be Γ-invariant. Moreover,
because of the equivariance of the framing on M , the diffeomorphism (N, ∂N) →
(M×Dm,M×Sm−1) may be chosen to be equivariant, where the action onM×Dm
is the product of the original action on M with the trivial action on Dm. We can
follow this by the projection on the second factor to get the equivariant map of
pairs (N, ∂N) → (Dm, Sm−1), which induces a map N/∂N → Dm/Sm−1 ≃ Sm.
Composing with the equivariant mapM×M →M×M/(M×M− intN) ≃ N/∂N
we get that the map λ : M ×M → Sm is equivariant, where M ×M is equipped
with the diagonal Γ-action.
We must now study the equivariance properties of the map N∗, where N is the
natural transformation constructed above. First, we note that it is clear from the
Γ-invariance of the neighborhood N that N(gU, gV ) = gN(U, V ). Next, consdier
the category K(M)op; its objects are the compact subsets of M .
Proposition A.5.4. Γ acts freely on the objects of K(M)op.
Proof. The proof is identical to that for A.5.1. 
Next, it is clear that C˜M inherits the diagonal Γ-action on C(M) × K(M)
op,
under the inclusion π1× π2 : C˜M → C(M)×K(M)
op, so π1 and π2 are equivariant
and the action of Γ on the objects of C˜M is free. Suppose now that S is a spectrum
with Γ-action. Then, as above, we have an extension
Φ
M
S : Γ ≀ C(M) −→ Spectra
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of ΦMS , where again Γ ≀C(M) denotes the Grothendieck construction. Also, we have
an extension
Ψ
M
S : Γ ≀K(M)
op −→ Spectra
of ΨMS which is defined as follows. On objects,
Ψ
M
S (U) = Ψ
M
S (U) = F (U+, h(S
m, S));
recall that objects in Γ≀K(M)op are just objects inK(M)op. Morphisms inK(M)op
are given by pairs (g, ϕ), where g ∈ Γ, and ϕ : U → gV is a morphism in K(M)op.
Ψ
M
S (g, ϕ) is defined to be the composite
F (U+, h(S
m, S))
F (ϕ,h(Sm,S))
−−−−−−−−−→ F (gV+, h(S
m, S))
F (g,h(Sm,S))
−−−−−−−−−→
F (V+, h(S
m, S))
F (id,h(Sm,S))
−−−−−−−−−→ F (V+, h(S
m, S))
It is clear that Ψ
M
S extends Ψ
M
S .
We now have two spectrum valued functors on Γ ≀ C˜M , namely Φ
M
S ◦ (Γ ≀π1) and
Ψ
M
S ◦ (Γ ≀ π2). We will now construct a natural transformation
N : Φ
M
S ◦ (Γ ≀ π1) −→ Ψ
M
S ◦ (Γ ≀ π2)
by letting N(U, V ) = N(U, V ). Recall that the objects of Γ ≀C˜M are just the objects
of C˜M itself. To check that this is a natural transformation, we observe that every
morphism α = (g, ϕ) in Γ ≀ C˜M , where g ∈ Γ and ϕ : x→ gy is a morphism in C˜M ,
can be decomposed as α1 ◦ α2, where α2 = (e, ϕ) and α1 = (g, idgV ). Note that α2
is a morphism from x to gy and α1 is a morphism from gy to y in Γ ≀ C˜M . α2 is a
morphism in the subcategory C˜M ⊂ Γ ≀ C˜M , so the diagrams
Φ
M
S ◦ π1(x)
N(x)
//
Φ
M
S ◦π1(α2)

Ψ
M
S ◦ π2(x)
Ψ
M
S ◦π2(α2)

Φ
M
S ◦ π1(gy)
N(gy)
// Ψ
M
S ◦ π2(gy)
commute, since N is a natural transformation on C˜M and N restricts to N . It
remains, therefore, to check that the diagrams involving α1 commute. This means
that for every (U, V ) in C˜M , the diagram
h(M/gU, S)
N(gU,gV )
//
h(g−1,g)

F (gV+, S)
F (g,g)

h(M/U, S)
N(U,V )
// F (V+, S)
commutes. That this is the case reduces to the verification that the diagram
M × gV
gU × gV
(g−1,g−1)

(a)
// Sm
M × V
U × V
(b)
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
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commutes, where (a) and (b) are induced by the composite
M ×M −→
M ×M
M ×M − intN
−→ Sm.
But this is clear, since the map M × M → Sm is equivariant when M × M is
equipped with the diagonal action and the action on Sm is trivial. We now have
the following general statement concerning the equivariance of maps induced by
natural transformations.
Proposition A.5.5. Let C be a category with action by a group Γ. Suppose we
have functors α, β : Γ ≀ C → Spectra, and hence group actions on holim
←−−−−
C
α and
holim
←−−−−
C
β. If N is a natural transformation on Γ ≀ C from α to β, then the map
(N |C)∗ : holim
←−−−−
C
α −→ holim
←−−−−
C
β
induced by the natural transformation N |C is equivariant.
Proof. This is a straightforward verification. 
Corollary A.5.6. With M , Γ, and S as above, the Spanier–Whitehead duality map
N∗ : h
lf(X, S) −→ F (X+, h(S
m, S))
is equivariant.
Corollary A.5.7. The induced maps
NΓ∗ : h
lf(X,S)Γ −→ F (X+, h(S
m, S)Γ
are weak equivalences of spectra.
Corollary A.5.8. Let Γ be a group and suppose Mm is an equivariantly framed
smooth contractible manifold with free, properly discontinuous group action, so that
M/Γ has the homotopy type of a finite dimensional CW complex. Suppose further
that that S is a Γ-spectrum. Then the m-fold suspension of the homotopy fixed
spectrum ShΓ is weakly equivalent to the twisted locally finite homology spectrum
hlf(M, S)Γ
Proof. This is immediate since the homotopy fixed spectrum ShΓ is defined to be
the function spectrum F (M+, S)
Γ for any free contractible Γ-space M . 
Remark A.5.9. For any group Γ with a classifying space BΓ which is a finite
complex, we can construct such an M . For, embed BΓ in a Euclidean space En,
and take a regular neighborhood N of BΓ. Since N is an open submanifold of En,
it is framed, and hence the universal cover N˜ is equivariantly framed. N˜ will do as
a choice for N . Of course, in the case where BΓ is a closed smooth manifold, we
can take M to be the universal cover of the total space of the normal bundle to an
embedding of BΓ in Euclidean space.
We recall that for any spectrum with Γ-action S, we have an inclusion
η : SΓ −→ ShΓ = F (EΓ, S)Γ,
induced by the map EΓ→ point. When BΓ is a finite complex, we found that we
are able to rewrite ΣnShΓ as twisted locally finite homology hlf(Mn, S)Γ, where M
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is an equivariantly framed contractible, smooth manifold with Γ-action. We now
wish to express the map η as a map
η : ΣnSΓ −→ hlf(M, S)Γ.
In order to do this, we will first have to recall the simplicial version of locally finite
homology introduced in [9], and compare it with the version we have defined here.
Let’s call the theory developed in [9] hˇlf . We first give the definition of hˇlf on
discrete sets. For any set, let F(X) denote the category of subsets of X with finite
complement. Then we define
hˇlf (X, S)
def
= holim
←−−−−
U∈F(X)
h(X/U, S).
Note that this definition actually agrees with our current definition of hlf, since
F(X) = C(X) in this case. So hˇlf ( , S) is functorial on the category of discrete
sets and proper maps (proper in this situation means that inverse images of finite
sets are finite), and agrees with hlf on discrete sets.
We say a simplicial set X. is locally finite if all face and degeneracy maps are
proper. For such a simplicial set, we can apply hˇlf ( , S) levelwise, and define
hˇlf (X, S) to be the total spectrum of the resulting simplicial spectrum. We will
now construct a natural transformation
hˇlf (X, S) −→ hlf(|X.|, S)
on the category of locally finite simplicial sets and proper maps of such. We first
note that for each k, we have a proper map ∆k×Xk → |X.|, to which we can apply
hlf and get a map ik : h
lf(∆k×Xk, S)→ h
lf(|X.|, S). Secondly, we can compose this
map with the map h(∆k+, h
lf(Xk, S)→ h
lf(∆k ×Xk, S) to get a map
jk : h(∆
k
+, h
lf(Xk, S)) −→ h
lf(|X.|, S).
It is readily checked that the map
∞∨
k=0
jk :
∞∨
k=0
h(∆k+, h
lf(Xk, S) −→ h
lf(|X.|, S)
respects the equivalence relation defining the geometric realization of the simplicial
spectrum {k 7→ hlf(Xk, S)}, so we get a map from that realization to h
lf(X, S).
Since hˇlf and hlf agree on discrete sets, we find that we have a map
ε : hˇlf (X, S) −→ hlf(|X.|, S),
which is readily checked to be a natural transformation.
Proposition A.5.10. When X. is finite dimensional, ε is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We have already seen that ε is a weak equivalence on discrete sets, of 0-
dimensional simplicial sets. We will determine the relative terms for the inclusion
X(k) → X(k+1) for each of the two functors. If we can show that they are equivalent,
we’ll be done by induction.
Since hˇlf (X., S) is the realization of the simplicial spectrum {k 7→ hˇlf (Xk, S)}, it
is clear that we have a cofibre sequence of spectra
hˇlf (X., S)(k−1) −→ hˇlf (X., S)(k) −→ Σk hlf(Xk, S)
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It is a straightforward verification that hˇlf (X(k), S) ≃ hˇlf (X.,S (k), so we have a
cofibre sequence
hˇlf (X(k−1), S) −→ hˇlf (X(k), S) −→ Σk hlf(Xk, S).
We show that the relative term of the inclusion hlf(|X(k−1)|, S) → hlf(|X(k)|, S)
is also equivalent to Σk hlf(Xk, S). To see this, we first consider the subcategory
Csimp(|X.|) ⊂ C(|X.|), consisting of those U ∈ C(|X.|) which are the realization of
subsimplicial set ofX.. One readily checks that the inclusion Csimp(|X.|)→ C(|X.|)
satisfy the hypotheses of A.1.3, and therefore that the pullback map
hlf(|X.|, S) ≃ holim
←−−−−
C(|X.|)
Φ
|X|
S
−→ holim
←−−−−
Csimp(X.)
Φ
|X|
S
|Csimp(X.)
is a weak equivalence for any locally finite simplicial set X.. It therefore suffices
to study the relative terms for the second construction, based on Csimp. For any
U ∈ Csimp(X), we have a cofibre sequence of spectra
h(X(k−1)/U (k−1), S) −→ h(X(k)/U (k), S) −→ Σkh(Xk/Uk, S).
In fact, this is a cofibre sequence of functors on Csimp(X.). By Proposition A.1.9,
we get a cofibre sequence of spectra when we take homotopy inverse limits over
Csimp(X.). Further, the two left hand terms give hlf(X(k−1), S) and hlf(X(k), S),
respectively, so we obtain a cofibre sequence of spectra
hlf(X(k−1), S) −→ hlf(X(k), S) −→ holim
←−−−−
U∈Csimp(X.)
Σkh(Xk, Uk, S)
It is clear that the right hand limit is equivalent to
Σk
 holim
←−−−−
U∈Csimp(X.)
h(Xk/Uk, S)
 .
We therefore want to show that
holim
←−−−−
U∈Csimp(X.)
h(Xk/Uk, S) ≃ h
lf(Xk, S).
But we have a functor Csimp(X.)→ C(Xk) given by U.→ Uk and hence a pullback
map
hlf(Xk, S) ≃ holim
←−−−−
U∈C(Xk)
h(Xk/Uk, S) −→ holim
←−−−−
U∈Csimp(X)
h(Xk/Uk, S).
This pullback map is an equivalence because the functor Csimp(X.)→ C(Xk) clearly
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition A.1.3. Consequently, the two relative terms
agree. We leave it to the reader to check that the induced map on relative terms
in fact is an equivalence. 
The main conclusion we wish to draw from this analysis is the following identi-
fication of hlf(X, S)Γ.
Proposition A.5.11. Let X. be a locally finite simplicial set, with free Γ-action.
Then we have a natural weak equivalence
hlf(|X.|, S)Γ −→ hlf(|X.|/Γ, S).
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Proof. In [9], it is proved that this result holds for hˇlf ; the previous proposition
now gives the required result. 
We are now in a position to identify the inclusion SΓ → ShΓ in terms of the
twisted locally finite homology construction.
Theorem A.5.12. Let S be any spectrum with Γ-action. Suppose Γ is a group
whose classifying space is a finite complex B, and let B be embedded in a Euclidean
space En. Let i : B → En be the embedding. Let N be a regular open neighborhood
of B. Then the composite
ΣnSΓ ≃ hlf(En, SΓ)
i∗−−→ hlf(N, SΓ)
≃
−−→ hlf(N˜ , SΓ)Γ −→ hlf(N˜ , S)Γ
where i∗ is the “wrong way” map from section A.3, the second arrow comes from
the equivalence
hlf(N, SΓ) = hlf(N˜/Γ, SΓ) ≃ hlf(N˜ , SΓ)Γ,
and the third is induced by the inclusion SΓ →֒ S, is compatible with the inclusion
ΣnSΓ → ΣnShΓ when ΣnShΓ is identified with hlf(N˜ , S)Γ.
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